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China enters Middle-earth

John Key is seriously wooing China
as he seeks to transform the bilateral
trade relationship into an economic
partnership.

At the prestigious Boao Forum on
Hainan Island yesterday he was
expected to pay China a serious
tribute by affirming it would be a
‘‘global super-power’’.

Key conceded to the Herald that
China has ‘‘probably’’ already
achieved that status. But in a political
relationship which has been char-
acterised by a series of ‘‘firsts’’, being
at the forefront of Western leaders to
acknowledge China’s evolving status
will not go unnoticed — particularly
by President Xi Jinping, who was to
host Key and 12 other political leaders
who each had a mere six minutes to
achieve cut-through in their own ad-
dresses to the opening plenary
session.

Like other leaders Key planned to
acknowledge Xi’s recent ascension to
the presidency. But his main game
was to position New Zealand as a
valuable partner to China in develop-
ing global supply chains to feed its
people. ‘‘It makes sense to team up
with Chinese capital and use other
countries’ land masses to produce
food we can’t produce in New Zea-
land,’’ Key says.

New Zealand has limited arable
land left for developing new farms.
If the nation’s agricultural businesses
want to expand, they should take
their expertise overseas and form
partnerships in countries with bigger
land masses.

Key’smessagewill also be directed

at the senior investors who turn up
at Boao. Many of them represent
major Chinese banks.

He was expected to rub shoulders
with global business chiefs like Bill
Gates and possibly financier George

Soros, whowere among those invited
to the three-day soiree.

Tradeandeconomic tieswill domi-
nate Key’s agenda in China this week.

But the tensions with North Korea,
NewZealand’s bid for non-permanent

membershipof theUNSecurityCoun-
cil, the Global Research Alliance on
Greenhouse Emissions, and Trade
Minister Tim Groser’s bid to be WTO
director-general, were also topics
expected to be raised.

E-shop to link nations

NZ Pure’s York Zhang.continued on C2

Entrepreneur York Zhang has laun-
ched NZ Pure — an exclusive e-shop
on Alibaba’s Tmall.com — to assist
Kiwi companies to better access the
rapidly growing Chinese market.

‘‘Chinese consumers want and
trust Kiwi products, but they need to
trust the people selling to them,’’ says
Zhang.‘‘That is where NZ Pure comes
in. We want to attract New Zealand
companies who can use the website
‘to go into China’. They don’t need to
open a shop or invest in the market
— they can sell their product on the
internet.’’

NZ Pure has the only New Zealand
e-commerce shop on Tmall.com,

which is China’s most trusted
business-to-consumer (B2C) website
selling to 180 million consumers
across China.

It is concentrating on high-volume
‘‘pure, clean and safe’’ New Zealand
products — dairy and milk powder,
beverages, health products, educa-
tion, tourism, horticulture and pro-
teins like meat and fish.

Zhang has been dealing with Chin-
ese entrepreneur Jack Ma’s Alibaba
group for 8 to 9 months to get the
e-shop up and running.

He says Tmall.com’s registered
buyers trust the site because the
products are carefully vetted before

being listed for purchase.
‘‘We have rights from Alibaba to

help local New Zealand people sell
their products on Tmall.’’

Jonathan Lu — who recently
stepped into Jack Ma’s shoes as
Alibaba CEO — visited Auckland last
year and was impressed with the
possibilities. He is reputedly a great
fan of NewZealand andour clean and
green image. A source has told the
Herald Lu had wanted to establish a
‘‘Virtual NZ House’’ on Alibaba.
Approaches were made to a leading
corporate, but got nowhere.

Visa requirements could be relaxed
Greater visa access for Kiwi business travellers and
more access to the China market through expanded
landing rights will on the table during the Prime
Minister’s bilateral talks in Beijing this week. John
Key signalled a high expectation that the current
multi-entry business visa, which expires after 12
months, will be expanded.

Major tourism players have also been lobbying for
New Zealand to relax its visa requirements for
reputable Chinese business travellers and tourists to

capitalise on surging visitor numbers.
Air New Zealand chief executive Christopher Luxon

says his airline has daily services into Shanghai and
Tokyo. ‘‘We want to connect with Dragon Air into the
southern Chinese cities and be able to pull people
out of there to Hong Kong. But their air services
agreements don’t allow that and they need some
negotiation.’’ But Air New Zealand is up against China
Southern, which not only flies daily to Auckland but
can draw on its huge Chinese domestic network.
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Ahead of the curve
Weneed to read the
political trends in
order to shape our
future in the new
worldmarket, says
Tim Groser

Trade Minister
Tim Groser (left)
will be in China
this month as
part of a senior
delegation to
celebrate the
40th
anniversary of
diplomatic
relations and
the fifth
anniversary of
the China New
Zealand Free
Trade
Agreement.
Above, visiting
Chongqing as
part of an earlier
delegation.

Our focus in the next few weeks is
understandably on China, with the
40th anniversary of diplomatic
relations, and the current bilateral
relationship. China is, after all, uni-
versally expected to be largest econ-
omy in the world in a few years.
However, I would like to put our
strategy towards China in a broader
context.

New Zealand has an independent
view of the world and our place in
it. But it is essential we interpret the
world correctly. We then need to
frame our external policies, adjusting
relevant domestic policies, in line
with far broader forces shaping the
world in the 21st century.

Technology drives everything. But
the political megatrend of our age is
clearly the shift in relative power
from the traditional developed
centres of Europe and North America
to the emerging economies. Within
that, the re-emergence of Chinese
relative power is the single most
important facet of this extraordinary
re-alignment.

And it is a re-emergence: we are
returning inexorably to the distri-
bution of economic and political
power that prevailed around 1750
when China and India, then as now
the main centres of population,
dominated world economic power.
We are part way through a process
whereby the world’s wealth once
again becomes distributed roughly in
line where the people live.

Global geopolitics is only begin-
ning to adjust to this central reality.
But because we are finally an inde-
pendent actor, as long as we are
indeed reading trends correctly and
are nimble and practical, we can
shape our future and stay ahead of
the curve.

I think this is what New Zealand
trade policy has been doing for some
time and with increasing success.
Piece by piece,we are putting in place
the long-term frameworks in key
emerging markets that will position
the next generation of New Zea-
landers to enjoy better living stand-
ards, higher paid jobs and greater
economic security.

The narrative around ‘‘emerging
economies’’ is not just about Asia —
we are at a mature stage in our
negotiations with Russia and the
Prime Minister has just agreed with

President Santos of Colombia to begin
a Free Trade Agreement (FTA) nego-
tiation. However, Asia is the primary
focus and China is front and centre
of our attention.

The cornerstone of a successful
trade strategy with China is success-
ful management of our political re-
lationship. I would like to pay tribute
to a generation of New Zealanders
who have delivered that platform
with outstanding results.We have the
unique advantage of being China’s
first developed country partner in a
comprehensive FTA We have built
on that platform by negotiating a
matching FTA with the second Cus-
toms territory of China, Hong Kong,
and we are well advanced to achiev-
ing a similar result with the separate
Customs territory (and separateWTO
Member), Chinese Taipei. New Zea-
land could be the first country in the
world to ‘‘join the dots’’ of the Chinese
economic space together. What a

fantastic opportunity thatwill present
to New Zealanders.

On the back of this emerging plat-
form, our exports to China have
tripled since 2008. In terms of our
services trade, nearly 200,000 Chin-
ese visitors came to New Zealand last
year, up 35 per cent on the previous
year. In education, China is our largest
market. It is no exaggeration that
more andmoreNewZealanders have
jobs and futures because of the suc-
cess of New Zealand entrepreneurs
in building on the platform I have just
described.

But we need to be bolder still. Most
importantly, we need to be open to
new thinking about how to move to
the next strategic level in our ap-
proach to this immense opportunity.
Many of these issues are overtly
commercial so the real challenge is
to thenext generationofNewZealand
business leaders.

If there is one generalisation that

can be made across all business
sectors it is the importance of ‘‘know-
ing our customers’’ and fashioning a
value proposition that meets their
needs.

Many of our supply chains
understandably bear the heavy im-
print of our past trading patterns to
an overwhelmingly Anglo-Saxon
world. While preserving the best of
our past, these relationshipswill need
critical evaluation by all those
involved in the China relationship.
The China strategy of the New Zea-
land wine industry is a classic ex-
ample. It starts by asking what the
Chinese market wants, rather than
arriving in market with a product
designed for other markets, other
cuisines.

Our education providers and our
tourism operators need to think
strategically about the specific needs
of the China market and be flexible
enough to make significant changes
in their business models, as several
already are. We need to be open to
new methods of doing business, in-
cludinge-business. I amdelightedone
young New Zealand Chinese
entrepreneur has already started
down this track with TMall, the b2c
arm of the giant internet company
Alibaba.

I am not among the critics of New
Zealand’s great strengths in com-
modities — there is a huge value
proposition there and it underwrites
much of the spectacular growth of
our exports in recent years.

All our companies need to be
careful that in adding further
processing, they are adding addi-
tional net value, not just cost. This is
not straightforward. One of our lead-
ing forestry companies is carefully
examining the value chain to identify
the right opportunity for greater
processing. I think they are doing
exactly the right thing. The ‘‘China
market’’ is a huge complex mix of
different markets. Each of them pre-
sents enormous opportunities.

But we also know commercial fail-
ure is commonplace for the many
non-Chinese companies that have
failed to analyse these markets with
sufficient realism and depth.

Our investment relationship is lag-
ging well behind our trading relation-
ship. The vast bulk of our investment
stock is from Australia, Britain,
Canada and the US. That simply
reflects our past trading relationships.
This will change. It has to. The
distinctions between physical trade
in goods, services, intellectual prop-
erty and investment are all collapsing
in the face of new trading realities.
It is inconceivable that we could
develop21st centurybusinessmodels
with the world’s most important
economy without a more mature
investment relationship.

E-shop link
between
nations

continued from C1

The NZ Pure website on Tmall.com.

Chinese consumers
want and trust
Kiwi products, but
they need to trust
the people selling
to them.
That is where NZ
Pure comes in.
York Zhang

But Zhang’s Plaxo Capital stepped up
andwent through the vetting process
to emerge as its authorised partner
in New Zealand. This means Zhang’s
company will develop local brands
and assist the brand owners develop
online sales through Tmall, engage in
business development, Customs’
clearance, online sales andconsulting
on Tmall’s behalf.

The business has attracted the
attention of Trade Minister Tim
Groser who is ‘‘delighted’’ by the
young New Zealand Chinese
entrepreneur’s initiative. ‘‘This is the
future of commerce. It is a means for
New Zealand to engage in direct B2C
business and given its hundreds of

millions of e-based customers is in-
finitely scaleable.’’ Groser plans to
meet Lu at a dinner in Shanghai later
this week as part of the Prime Minis-
ter’s official visit.

The Economist recently said
Alibaba was on track to become the
world’s first e-commerce firm to
handle US$1 trillion a year in trans-
actions.

Zhang says, ‘‘The Kiwis want to sell
products to China and more and
more Chinese people want to buy
them.’’

The NZ Pure shop went live in
March. Its team are ‘‘trusted special-
ists’’ in exporting to China.

Product is put on containers and
sent to NZ Pure’s warehouse in
Hangzhou, 45 minutes by train from
Shanghai. From there it is sent to
online buyers. Zhang says the big
advantage of this process is it cuts out
the middlemen with their 5-10 per
cent margin.

Zhang is managing director of
Plaxo Capital. The other two directors
are Gerald Hu and Ruihu Liang.
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A network of expats and influential friends

KeaChinaChairmanScott Brown
says ‘‘KeaChina is buildinga
powerful networkof leadingexpats
and influential friendsofNew
Zealand to supportNZ Inc’sChina
strategy.’’

Thenetworkprovidesaplatform
ofNewZealanderswithexperience
inChina, expertise and local contacts.
Often industry specialistsmentor
thosenew to theChinesemarket,
providingcandidadviceonhowto
dobusiness in this uniquecountry.

With twokey staff based in
Shanghai—GillianMooreandKirsty
Stanhope (pictured)—KeaChina
facilitatesnetworkingopportunities
and introductions for individuals and

businessesentering andoperating in
theChinesemarket.

Working in collaborationwithNZ
Incpartners in this growingmarket,
these individuals andbusinesses

playanactivepart in thenetwork.
‘‘When I first arrived inShanghai

I contactedKea,went toanevent and
immediatelymet like-mindedpeople
whowereable to supportmy
transition intoShanghai, both
professionally and socially’’ said
LeonMickelson, brewmaster at
KerryHotel inPudong.

ThepopulationofChinesewho
have returnedhomeafter studying
inNewZealandare recognisedasa
key resourcebyKeaandNew
Zealandcompanies inChina.

Keawill host PrimeMinister John
Keyat abreakfast in Shanghai during
hisChina trip.

www.keanewzealand.com
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Fonterra’s brand new plan
Dairy giant to pick up the premium it has so
far left on the table, writes Fran O’Sullivan

Theo Spierings is in Beijing to talk about the big visionary issues.

A year ago, Fonterra’s Theo Spierings
was wooing Shanghai Pengxin over
potential multi-regional partnerships to
develop milk pools in China. Now it is
Spierings’ turn to be courted by power-
ful China Inc: major SOEs like China
Investment Corporation (CIC), food
conglomerate Cofco and the China De-
velopment Bank.

Says Spierings: ‘‘Their thinking is
‘how can we have a Chinese Fonterra’,
because they love the New Zealand
model.

‘‘We have had good talks with Cof-
co,’’ he says. ‘‘They have a stake in
Modern Dairy and Mengniu so they are
facing the same issue as us. They have
a milk wall on one side and a branded
business on the other and no connect
or not a good connect.’’ But for Cofco
to try to emulate the Fonterra model
is no simple matter. Modern Dairy and
Mengniu are each listed companies —
they are not co-operatives.

Spierings is regretful the Pengxin
talks have petered out (Pengxin says
‘‘Fonterra needs to grow Chinese feet’’:
that is, move faster).

‘‘But Fonterra is so important to
China we need to connect at that level
rather than provincial level,’’ he says.
‘‘I was thinking only from a business
perspective but I have to think from the
country’s perspective. So I’ve had
second thoughts, I’ll be honest.’’

He has been invited to meet repre-

sentatives of the major players in Bei-
jing thisweek to talk about big visionary
issues such as food safety and security.
‘‘We have to think big, but we have to

be careful it doesn’t blowup inour face.’’
Spierings spells out that the oppor-

tunity for Fonterra is definitely up-
stream. It’s in R&D and farming support
systems like genetics and IT solutions.
‘‘It is the beginning and it is a supporting
part. It’s not so much downstream —
they have a lot.’’

It’s no surprise given these develop-
ments that Spierings has charged his
team to consider the question — What
couldwedo if therewerenoconstraints
on China?

Kelvin Wickham, Fonterra’s manag-
ing director China, is ‘‘working very
closely on this issue’’ with McKinsey’s
Andrew Grant. But at the operational
level Spierings has lifted the pace.

Fonterra will begin selling its own
branded infant milk formula in China
mid-year and will finally scoop up the
valuable premium it left on the table
while it stood aside from the Chinese
branded baby formula market.

Reuters reported Fonterra had held
a stake in Chinese dairy company
Sanlu, which collapsed after it was
discovered to have addedmelamine to
bulk up its formulas. The tainting scan-
dal destroyed consumer trust in
Chinese-made milk products, creating
opportunities for foreign manufac-
turers to grab a greater share of the
huge market and command a rich
premium for their products.

Baby formula consumption has

increased 12-fold to about $12.4 billion
in China since 2002 as mothers in an
ever-expanding workforce spend less
time breastfeeding.

Fonterra’s Anmum formula will in-
clude products for infants, toddlers and
children. The products will be piloted
in smaller Chinese cities before being
rolled out in Beijing, Shanghai and
Guangzhou.

Spierings notes Fonterra has also
expanded itsAnlene footprint to 14 new
cities. The bone health nutritional pro-
duct ‘‘is a big investment that we are
driving hard’’. The food service busi-
ness has also gone to 21 new cities in
the past 12 months,.

Fonterra has confirmed it will build
a plant between 2014 and 2016 to
process ultra-high temperature milk in
China, where it has set up three dairy
farms in ahub,with another on theway.

‘‘If I am going to do farm first then
factories, it is going to take forever,’’ says
Spierings. The Anchor part of the
Fonterra portfolio will be linked over
time to the milk pools.

‘‘We are coming in from two sides
fast and the commitment to China is
massive,’’ he says.’’ In thebranded space
we are investing $40-$50million in this
year over the different projects. It is a
huge commitment. But still not fast
enough. But we come from way be-
hind.’’

Spierings is also working on the
bigger picture – how Fonterra should
connect to the bigger players in China
like Cofco, CIC and China Development
Bank.

‘‘It is our task to connect to China
at a national level.’’

Product Tariff 2013 2019
Dairy 5% 0%
Kiwifruit 6.7% 0%
Lamb 5% 0%

Primary matters

In 2012
dairy exports were

21
times higher than 2000; up

393%

since FTA; wood exports

13
times higher than 2000; up

256%

since FTA; 2012meat exports

15
times higher than 2000; up

329 %

since FTA
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China not market for dilettantes

Rod MacKenzie

The groundwork
has been laid for a
successful
relationship, says
Rod MacKenzie

From a trade and investment per-
spective, New Zealand is in the
nascent stages of significant success
with China.

For a country with a GDP 51 times
smaller than China, New Zealand can
rightly be proud of its achievements
and the progress made since the
signing of a high quality and compre-
hensive free trade agreement
between the two countries.

Prouder still when you compare
New Zealand’s trade profile with that
of other developed nations still strug-
gling to gain the same levels ofmarket
access.

Developing a profitable, stable
trading relationship with China is not
an easy thing though, FTA or no FTA.
The critical differences between the
way the two countries operate, the
complexities and confusions of the
different systems, cultures that at
times seem as far apart as the physi-
cal distance and any number of other
factors conspire against the average
New Zealand company setting out to
tackle the mainland.

Much has been written about the
costs and risks of doing business with
China and I don’t propose repeating

those here. But there are some suc-
cess factors that have become much
clearer as we work with companies
at various stages of their maturity in
China.

The ones that seem tomattermost
are speed, commitment, determina-
tion, being there and, as a customer
put it recently, faith.

Speed is normally something that
a business adviser would caution
against but it’s not meant in this
context as a reckless scramble to-
wards a vague goal. It’s probably
better expressed as ‘‘urgency’’ and the
driving will to get a deal done.

That’s undoubtedly the Chinese
way. If there’s a deal that will benefit
both parties then it needs to be done.
Done properly and with the right
safeguards put in place by all means,
but dealt with as quickly as prudently
possible.

I emphasise this because survey
after survey of overseas customers’
opinions of New Zealand business

people conclude they are great to do
business with for their friendliness
and approachability but casual to the
point of nonchalance and often very
slow to respond.

Any doubts about how that plays
in China are usually dispelled by a
simple observation of the pace of life
in the major cities, the staggering
sudden appearance (and disappear-
ance) of buildings and the mesmer-
ising emergence of new brands and
products that hit the shelves faster
than the average New Zealander
could ever imagine.

Commitment seems an obvious
thing to point out but China is not a
market for the absent-minded or the
dilettante.

I suppose it was possible once to
be a successful exporter from New
Zealand by simply producing what
you were good at, finding a customer
and sending it away. China is not like
that for anything other than the most
basic of commodities. It takes a dog-

ged determination to create and build
amarket position in China and to turn
that into a profitable enterprise takes,
at an educated guess, three times
longer than a comparative Western
market.

Obviously financial commitment
is an important part of this but from
observation themore important com-
mitment is to being there. Having a
sustained presence in the target re-
gion in China is such an important
success factor that it probably should
have been at the top of this list.

Long distance business relation-
ships work about as well as long
distance marriages — they have their
moments but too few of them.

Business in China, as it is often said,
is based on mutual respect and a
strong relationship that is developed
over time. And developed in person,
not through intermediaries or via the
internet.

The need for determination also
sounds a bit self-evident but there are
many pitfalls along the way to getting
things right in China and countless
moments that businesses will find
themselves staring down a dead end
street or falling into a large chasm that
they didn’t see.

A customer I have in mind as I
write this tells me that their business
has surged and receded so many
times they have often thought about
chucking it in, but are at the point
where they have simply put too
much into it not to continue. And
that’s what they’re going to do.

‘‘Faith’’ isn’t necessarily the advice
I would give directly to anyone but
there is a dimension to working with

China that does require some slightly
abstract belief that things will be right
sooner or later. No matter how many
reverses of fortune are encountered
or obstacles placed in the way, things
will work out.

This is, after all, an enormously
optimistic, wealthy and curious mar-
ket with a 400 million-plus middle
class with discretionary income that
grows proportionately every year.
Where else in the world do you find
that?

The celebration of the New Zea-
land/China relationship that is occur-
ring with the Prime Minister-led
mission this month is symbolically
very important to the continuation
and growth of the economic close-
ness between our two countries. The
size and seniority of the delegation
and the presence of so many senior
Government representatives will not
be lost on the Chinese constituency
that New Zealand business-people
deal with.

There will be some important
agreements signed during the course
of the mission and many more that
will occur afterwards.

This is an exciting time for New
Zealand to be engaged with China
and one that is bearing much fruit.
There’s much more work to be done
however, indeed we are really just at
the beginning. But it’s a good start and
the groundwork has been laid for it
to accelerate significantly over the
years to come.

RodMacKenzie isRegionalDirector,
GreaterChina ,NewZealandTrade&
Enterprise.

Business
China ■ China . . . FTA builds real momentum ■ China . . . Kiwis need ‘Chinese feet’
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Clean-up policy brings opportunities for SMEs
by Tim White

China’s leadership refocus
toward respecting nature
and protecting natural
resources provides just one
of a number of significant
areas of opportunity for
New Zealand’s SMEs.

I had the opportunity last year to
meet with the (then) Premier Wen
Jiabao, and to hear from the recently
elected Premier Li Keqiang on mat-
ters of concern to the Chinese lead-
ership. They also spoke about how
countries such as New Zealand could
add value to China’s development.

They were consistent in their mes-
sages and both spoke of the urgency
of improving the obvious negative
environmental consequences of
China’s development.

This message has only become
stronger and more urgent with the
recent changes in China’s leadership.

In addition to the environmental
challenges facingChina, PremierWen
identified the provision of healthcare
and social services as critical issues
in China’s development and clearly
opened the door for foreign com-
panies to engagewhere they believed

they could provide value.
The recent National Congress of

the Communist Party of China
(NCCPC) not only confirmed the new
leadership of the Chinese Communist
Party, but importantly it also defined
China’s social and economic targets
for the next five years. The NCCPC
formally escalated ‘‘ecological de-
velopment’’ to a higher strategic level
alongside economic development,
political development, cultural de-
velopment, and social development.
China’s leadership refocus toward re-
specting nature and protecting natu-
ral resources provides just one of a
number of significant areas of oppor-
tunity for New Zealand’s small-
medium enterprises (SMEs).

Historically, our SMEs have been
relatively timid in their approach to
China. This is often a reflection of the
lack of scale across many sectors
which is further compounded by the
fragmented nature of New Zealand

business. Many of these businesses
also lack the balance sheets to con-
template a foray into the competitive
Chinese market and as a result enter
the market opportunistically as
opposed to taking a strategic ap-
proach.

There are, however examples of
New Zealand SMEs where these dis-
advantages have been overcome in
China.

Lanzatech is one company that
sets a tangible example of how New
Zealand technology can play a part
in China’s future and how China can
add value to the innovation process
for New Zealand SMEs. Following the
successful joint development of a
demonstration facility at a Baosteel
steel mill near Shanghai, Lanzatech
announced late last year that it had
been able to confirm the scaleability
of its technology. This is expected to
lead on to the development of a full-
scale commercial facility, again with
Baosteel, this year.

There are others of course, many
in their infancy and all yet to realise
their full potential. These companies
are pioneers, have taken a strategic
approach to the market and have
committed and backed themselves to

succeed. All this with the knowledge
that they are providing something
that their Chinese customers and
partners also believe will, in due
course, provide real value to China.

Whether it’s fulfilling a need for
food security at both the government
and consumer level, providing a
municipal-level clean-tech solution
so that city officials can meet am-
bitious environmental targets, or de-
signing healthcare services at provin-
cial government level so they can
meet healthcare goals, understanding
the customer is key to doing business
in China. If China sees value in what
we have to offer they have shown
that they are prepared to explore
varying models to make it happen.

TimWhite leadsKPMG’sChina
Businesspractice, is chairmanof the
NZChinaTradeAssociationand is an
executiveboardmember of theNZ
ChinaCouncil.

PM’s turn to be gung ho on China

Prime Minister John Key cooks up a storm in Beijing with Gung Ho! Pizza’s Jade Gray.

Key’s bilateral talks
with Chinese
premier Li
Keqiang have a
serious agenda

We will see where we can
push the free trade
agreement — there are
aspects where we could do
more.
John Key

China’s richest man, Zong Qinghou, is
among a select group of Chinese VIPs
invited to a private meeting with
PrimeMinister John Key in Shanghai.

Zong is chairman of major food
and beverage conglomerate Wahaha
Group which has been scouting Aus-
tralasia for major agriculture deals.
His company has long been a cus-
tomer of NZ dairy giant Fonterra.

Others understood to be on
tomorrow’s guest list are Pengxin’s
Jiang Zhaobai, Bright Dairy’s Guo
Benhong, China Development Bank’s
Guo Lian and New Development
Group’s Ding Furu.

Most of these powerful business-
men are already invested in New
Zealand or have sufficiently deep
pockets and connections to back the
co-ventures between China and New
Zealand that Key is pushing in third
markets.

In preparation for yesterday’s
Boao forum, Key had staked out the
valuable proposition of putting Chin-
ese capital together with New Zea-
land specialist knowhow to invest in
agricultural ventures in countries
with large land masses to produce
top-quality food to supply Chinese
consumers.

By today, he will have already re-
established his relationship within
Chinese president Xi Jinping.

Friday’s inaugural partnership fo-
rumbetweenNewZealand andChina
at theDiaoyutai StateGuesthousewill
cement bonds with new ministerial
players.

But the real managerial power sits
at the premier level.

His formal bilateral talkswith Chin-
ese Premier Li Keqiang have a serious
agenda. ‘‘We will see where we can
push the free trade agreement— there
are aspectswherewe could domore.’’
Key says.

One of those issues is the ‘‘safe-

guard’ provisions in the China-New
Zealand free trade deal.

Earlier this year, China Customs
announced that China would impose
an MFN (most-favoured nation) tariff
on solid and concentrated non-solid
milk and cream fromNZ starting from
January 31.

The issue will be raised in Key’s
formal talks.

Food security is a perennial issue.
Key believes that if the Chinese
officials have confidence that New
Zealand’s food security standards are
high, ‘‘the more we can deflect a DCD
problem when it comes along’’.

He is also expected towelcome the
avalanche of new Chinese invest-
ment in thedairy industry. ‘‘I amgoing
to say to them we’re seeing more
investment applications in areas like
infantmilk formula processing plants.

They are welcome. They have to go
through a process but in the end the
Government thinks that is a step in
the right direction.

‘‘Massive blocks of land are prob-
ablymore problematic frommypoint
of view.’’

On the investment front, he cites
the co-investment between China
and New Zealand to build a water
reticulation plant in the Cook Islands.

Much of the upsidewill come from
leveraging natural resources in New
Zealand.

Key also wants to explore what it
would take for New Zealand to get
Chinese tourist numbers from
200,000 to 2 milllion.

He supports Maori Inc’s endeav-
ours to get Chinese capital to invest
in resource developments.

The reconstruction of Christ-

church is also expected to be on the
agenda. China Construction Bank —
which is setting up in New Zealand
— has already indicted to the Govern-
ment that it ‘‘wants to put money in’’.

‘‘The issue has been putting it to
work — there might be more of a
possibility on the PPP side.’’

‘‘We’re moving down that road —
that has got to be the most obvious
place. There are large assets they
have to be built and have to be
funded.’’

Key says the Government is on
track to reach the goal he set with
former premier Wen Jiabao to in-
crease bilateral trade with China to
$20 billion by 2015.

‘‘The question is whether China
can become New Zealand’s largest
market. The answer is: yes I think
they can.’’

China Business
Fran O’Sullivan
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F&P a global premium brand
Haier intends to capitalise onmore than 80 years of expertise from the F&P research and development team

The R&D team punch
considerably above their
weight when you compare
them with other companies,
and the culture in New
Zealand is very unique.
Stuart Broadhurst
F&P Appliances chief executive

Haier’s ultimately successful take-
over bid for Fisher & Paykel Appli-
ances becameacontentious issue last
year. When the Qingdao-based home
goods giant launched its initial $1.20
a share buyout attempt in September,
investors — at both retail and insti-
tutional levels — voiced concern that
the East Tamaki-based manufacturer
would be snapped up for too cheap
a price.

At the same time, business com-
mentators and the Labour Party
speculated that F&PAppliances’ local
operations would be gutted should
the firm fall into Chinese hands, des-
pite Haier’s promises to beef up its
New Zealand-based R&D capabilities
should the sale get the go-ahead.

When Haier sealed the deal in
October after lifting its offer to $1.28
a share, valuing F&P Appliances at
$927 million, Sunday Star-Times busi-
ness columnist Rod Oram said the
acquisition was bad news.

‘‘Potentially this could work in that
Haier really could make Fisher &
Paykel the centre, or a large part of,
its technology development and de-
sign function — but it seems incred-
ibly unlikely that a major multi-
national would do that in New Zea-
land,’’ Oram told RadioLive.

‘‘While they will keep some jobs
here for a while I can imagine that
in a few years time all that will be
here will be a sales and distribution
function.’’

Labour’s former economic de-
velopment spokesman, David
Cunliffe, voiced similar sentiment,
saying the risk of skilled jobs being
lost overseas was ‘‘worryingly high’’.

Though there is a lot of water yet
to pass under the bridge, six months
on from the acquisitionHaier appears
to be keeping some of its promises.

After paying a visit to his new
masters at Haier’s sprawling Chinese
headquarters in February, F&P
Appliances chief executive Stuart
Broadhurst returned home and
announced a plan to take on an
additional 100 R&D staff across the

firm’s Auckland and Dunedin oper-
ations over the next two years. He
wouldn’t reveal the current head-
count of the firm’s product develop-
ment team, saying that figure was
commercially sensitive. But
Broadhurst says F&PAppliances’ pro-
duct development talent is world
class and Haier knows it.

‘‘They [the R&D team] punch con-
siderably above their weight when
you compare them with other com-
panies, and the culture in New Zea-
land is very unique,’’ he says. ‘‘Our
parent [Haier] recognises that, and
they want to ensure the culture re-
mains and we employ New Zea-
landers to do this work in an environ-
ment that’s been honed over close to
80 years to produce very productive
engineers.’’

Haier’smainmotivation for buying
the New Zealand company was to

secure that R&D expertise, as well as
unique technology such as Dish-
Drawer dishwashers and direct drive
washing machine motors.

Broadhurst says the company will
become a ‘‘design and innovation
centre’’ for the wider Haier Group.

The plan is for F&P Appliances to
become Haier’s premium global
brand, he says, at the same time
providing technological assistance to
its Chinese parent firm.

‘‘We’ve looked at where the oppor-
tunities are for both Fisher & Paykel
to get a significant advantage and for
us to deliver technology solutions to
the Haier Group to make sure they’re
more competitive,’’ Broadhurst says.

In less than 30 years Haier has
transformed itself fromanearly bank-
rupt state-owned manufacturer, with
just one line of poor-quality refrigera-
tors, into one of the world’s biggest

whiteware makers, with products
sold in more than 100 countries and
revenue north of US$20 billion. But
it’s still far from a high-end brand and
F&P Appliances provides an offering
for the premium end of the market.

Broadhurst wouldn’t be drawn on
whether beingunlisted since the take-
over, and answering to Chinese ex-
ecutives rather than local share-
holders and analysts every six
months at result time, made his task
of growing the company easier.

Over the past few years F&P
Appliances has appeared primarily
focused on getting the best perform-
ance out of its core markets in Aus-
tralasia and North America — and
presumably securing the best short-
term financial results — rather than
growing sales in its emergingmarkets
such as China, India and Vietnam.

Broadhurst says F&P Appliances
has focused on ensuring the Austra-
lian, US andNewZealandmarkets are
‘‘doing aswell as they possibly could’’.

‘‘We really need to move faster
now to build on the stepswe’vemade
in China and India and other growth
markets and start to move outside of
Australia, New Zealand and the USA
quicker to create this global premium
brand,’’ he says.

F&P Appliances has faced some
the toughest years in its entire history
since the onset of the global financial
crisis, which sapped demand for its
products at the same time as the
company was carrying out an ex-
pensive reorganisation of its global
manufacturing locations.

Haier came to the rescuewhen the
New Zealand firm was facing pres-
sure from its bankers in early 2009,
investing around$82million in return
for a 20 per cent stake in the com-
pany.

But for F&P Appliances’ investors
the outlook had hardly improved by
early 2012, when shares were trading
as low as 34c as the world’s ongoing
economic woes continued to make
the appliance business one of the
most difficult areas of the retail trade.

‘‘There’s complete support within
the Haier Group to take Fisher &
Paykel to the to world aggressively
to become a leading premium
whiteware company,’’ Broadhurst
says.
christopher.adams@nzherald.co.nz

Huawei rolls on despite spy controversy

Chinese telecommunications giant
Huawei seems to have emerged un-
scathed from suggestions last year it
could pose a security threat to this
country.

The Shenzhen-based company
courted attention in New Zealand last
March after it was revealed Australia
had banned Huawei from tendering
for its broadband network because of
concerns about potential cyber
attacks.

Later that year, international me-
dia reports sounded alarmist mes-
sages over Huawei’s rise to domi-
nance in telecommunications mar-
kets. The Economist reported that
security experts feared Huawei’s net-
work equipment ‘‘could be used by
China’s spooks to eavesdrop on sen-
sitive communications, or that it
might contain ‘kill switches’ which

would allow China to disable the
systems involved in the event of a
conflict’’.

This was followed in October by
a report from theUnited States House
Intelligence Committee warning US
firms not to do business with Huawei

and another Chinese telecommuni
cations firm, because of fears of spy-
ing, corruption and links to China’s
military and government.

Although this resulted in anuproar
from opposition parties and a call for
an inquiry into Huawei’s role in New

Zealand’s billion-dollar ultra fast
broadband (UFB) scheme, no action
was taken by the Government.

Indeed, nothing appeared to come
of this sevenmonths’worth of contro-
versy— it did not stopHuawei signing
a US$56 million deal with Auckland
headquartered components-maker
Rakon last August. The partnership
will see Rakon quadruple its sales of
frequency-control products to
Huawei over the next four years;
these will be used in telco infra-
structure and the Chinese company’s
smartphones and GPS devices.

The fears also didn’t stop Huawei
from participating in Telecom’s 4G
trial in Auckland and Rotorua, which
began last December.

A spokesperson for Huawei said
the company was bidding for the
tender to rollout the entirety of
Telecom’s 4G network.

Though details about this
upcoming deployment are scant,
Telecom said an announcement
about the 4G network would be re-
leased in the coming weeks.

Earlier this year, Huawei opened
its books on its 2012 financial per-

formance as part of an effort to
increase transparency.

In this disclosure, it reported its
annual profit had risen 33 per cent
to 15.4 billion yuan.

At the same time, Huawei said it
was keeping an open mind towards
an initial public offering in what
analysts said would go a long way to
improve the perception of the com-
pany internationally.

Though the company received a
good deal ofmedia attention here last
year, it has been present in New
Zealand since 2005.

It secured contracts in 2011 with
Chorus to supply equipment for the
Government’s rural broadband in-
itiative.

In the same year it scored major
supply deals with Enable Services
and Ultrafast Fibre Ltd, the Govern-
ment’s private partners for UFB
scheme in Christchurch and the cen-
tral North Island.

Its technology is also the corner-
stone of 2degrees’ mobile infra-
structure and Vodafone’s fixed-line
network.
hamish.fletcher@nzherald.co.nz
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Good investment can come from anywhere
Despite daunting
procedures,
overseas investors
are still looking
favourably on NZ

The Crafar farms investment bid received a high level of media attention.

Ever since the first people started to
arrive in our country we have relied
on investment, in many forms, from
overseas to grow and prosper. In the
early days capital flowed freely to
where it was needed. With changing
economicwinds, inward investments
have grown and diversified. Some
investments have benefited our
country, others have benefited
outsiders at our expense.

From the current level of media
interest and discussion around
foreign investment it is clear that New
Zealand is at a tipping point.

To survive and thrive in the new
global economy we need to settle on
our point of difference and stand out.
Some say this will be through inno-
vation and technology, others think
we are best focusing on our primary

industries. Whichever way we go, we
need significant capital from over-
seas, either to get our innovations off
the ground, or to bring in others’ to
improve our local productivity.

Not all New Zealanders will like
this but I believe we need more
overseas investment to prosper and
I’m sure most will agree that as long
as those with capital are committed
to our success, then everyone will
benefit. After all, that is why people
take the risk to invest — to receive
a return.

The question for me, however, is

are we well placed to ensure we get
the investment we need in such a
way as to protect our future?

As an international mergers and
acquisitions lawyer I have worked
closely with many parties through
the Overseas Investment Office (OIO)
process. There are numerous
investments made into New Zealand
every year; however, the one that has
received most media attention was
when Chinese corporation Shanghai
Pengxin was granted consent to buy
the financially troubled Crafar farms.

This consent was challenged on

the basis that the OIO was deemed
to have misinterpreted the need for
Shanghai Pengxin to have specific
experience relevant to the target busi-
ness. The second element of the
challenge, which is equally important
for both foreign investors and New
Zealand Inc, was around how to
assess the local benefits brought by
the investor.

On the first point, the High Court
deemed that general business exper-
tise andawide rangeof business skills
maybe relevant to a particular invest-
ment and need not be confined to a

specific industry. The Court decided
that as the OIO identifies ‘‘business
experience and acumen’’ that is ‘‘rele-
vant to’’ the investment, different
levels and types of experience could
be accepted depending on the invest-
ment. On the second point, the Court
demanded an assessment as to
whether the investment would result
in benefits for NewZealand, consider-
ing the situation ‘‘with and without’’
the overseas investment. This means
the OIO now looks at the likely
alternative overseas or local buyer
while giving equal importance to
economic, social and local develop-
ment factors that may be brought by
them.

As any business person will tell
you, where an investment comes
from makes no difference if the in-
vestor is of good character and can
show it will bring benefits.

The important point here is also
an obvious one; no outside invest-
ment is going to make it through our
procedures if it does not also stack
up for the investor.

My overseas clients tell me New
Zealand remains a competitive place
to invest. Though our procedures can
look daunting, they help ensure qual-
ity investors and sound business
practices and result in good partners
for New Zealand.

CathyQuinn is theChair ofMinter
EllisonRuddWatts, she leads the firm’s
ChinaPractice and is amember of the
executiveboardof theNewZealand
ChinaCouncil.
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Signing off on the big deals
Fourmajor Chinese
players are now in the
NZ dairy space, writes
Fran O’Sullivan

This is just a beginning and
not the end for Pengxin and
other companies that come.
We take the first lead and I
am sure more and more
Chinese companies follow.
Jiang Zhaobai

Pengxin chairman Jiang Zhaobai has
planned a signing ceremony in
Shanghai tomorrow to mark an
emerging deal withMiraka to process
milk from the Crafar farms into UHT
products for export to China.

Pengxin executives said the deal
was expected to be signed at the
conclusion of a lunch for the visiting
NZ business delegation at the Banyan
Tree hotel.

The signing ceremonywill involve
Pengxin, Miraka and iwi.

The Crafar farm saga took more
than two years to reach a conclusion
after a lengthy court battle with Sir
Michael Fay and two iwi.

‘‘We very glad we come through
thedifficulties,’’ says Jiang.‘‘This is just
a beginning and not the end for
Pengxin and other companies that
come.

‘‘We take the first lead and I am
sure more and more Chinese com-
panies follow.’’

Jiang hopes to have an informal
roundtable dialogue between the
Prime Minister and his core delega-
tion and senior members of the
Shanghai Entrepreneurs Association,
which is the host party for the event.

Earlier this year, he floated the
notion of establishing a major incu-
bator in Shanghai for Kiwi companies
to use as a landing pad in China.

The Pengxin executive said the
luncheon would be a good opportun-
ity to get feedback from the NZ
counterparts. ‘It is still developing,
and support from all circles needs to
be obtained before we can really
move on, including that from both of
our governments.

Details of the Miraka negotiations
have been held tightly under wraps.

Terry Lee, a director of Milk New
Zealand, says milk from just four of
the 16 Crafar farms will go to Miraka’s
planned $20 million UHT plant.

The balance of the Crafar milk
supply will stay with Fonterra for the
next season.

The UHT operation is expected to
be up-and-running early next year.
Infant formula products will follow at
a later stage.

Milk NZ has also held preliminary
talks with Open Country Dairy and
Westland Milk.

But the interesting play is the talks
the Chinese company has had with

Central North Island iwi over the
potential for major dairy conversions
on forestry land, and a central
processing plant.

Lee says the feasibility study is at
an early stage, but a memorandum
of understanding may be signed in
Shanghai.

But though Pengxin’s signing cere-
monies appear to have been coming
together, plans for China’s largest
dairy company Yili, to hold a cere-

mony in Beijing’s Great Hall of the
People to mark its $214 million acqui-
sition of Oceania Dairy appear to
have fallen through. A fallback option
for Yili to meet the Prime Minister at
another venue was being explored.

The Overseas Investment Office
approved both the Yili and the $212
Yashili deal (see page 19) just prior to
Easter.

One player associated with the Yili
acquisition was highly critical of the
OIO’s tardiness, saying it had been in
front of officials for threemonths and
took much longer to approve than
from the Chinese side.

The latest OIO approvals mean
there are now four major Chinese
players in the New Zealand dairy
space. Other significant acquisitions
include Haier’s takeover of 100 per

cent of Fisher & Paykel Appliances,
Agria’s 51 per cent holding in PGG
Wrightson and from a Greater China
perspective, Li Ka-Shing’s
acquisitions of EnviroWaste and the
Wellington lines company.

Maori incorporations met with sig-
nificant Chinese players during a
mission to China last year.

CNI Holdings chairman Matt Te
Pou met with China National Build-
ings Materials to discuss forestry pro-
jects the central North Island.

The China Development Bank’s
Shanghai president Guo Lian was
reported to be very interested in
financing the city’s reconstruction.

Maori have a growing presence in
the dairy industry in particular
Options such as the co-leasing of land,
in order to prevent the passing of
ownership, are highlighted as pos-
sible solutions moving forward.

A report Growing the Productive
Base ofMaori Freehold Land estimates
that lifting productivity to average
industry benchmarks could result in
an additional $8 billion in gross out-
put and 3600 new jobs for the prim-
ary sector. To achieve the estimated
gains, an investment in the land of
just under $3 billion would be
required. The potential forMaori free-
hold land represents an opportunity
for Maori, the wider primary sector
and New Zealand as a whole,’’ says
Primary Industries Minister Nathan
Guy. ‘‘The report confirms that some
iwi are well organised and have their
asset base generating good returns,
while others haven’t realised their
true potential yet.

‘‘It is ultimately up toMaori towork
out how to realise that potential, but
Government has an important role
partnering with Maori as leaders in
driving a change. The proposed
reforms to theTeTureWhenuaMaori
Act announcedbyMinister for Treaty
Settlements Chris Finlayson andMin-
ister of Maori Affairs Dr Pita Sharples
will be an important step towards
unlocking this potential.



“A journey of a
thousandmiles starts
with a single step.”
– Lao Tzu, Chinese Philosopher

Find out more. Call Paul Gestro, Head of Asia – BNZ Partners on 09 924 9035
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Maori Inc leverages its natural
resources to crack China market

Taniwha economy

$37
billion plus

10%
milk products

12%
redmeat exports

25%
forestry products

37%
fish quota

Grab bag of natural
resources gives
added cachet when
it comes to talking
deal-making

China is a paradox.
We have to be there, but we
have to be cautious. We
have to learn by doing, and
we also need to make sure
that it’s a measured
approach. It’s a journey, it
requires leadership and
commitment.
Te Horipo Karaitiana

There is huge potential for Maori busi-
nesses to play a role in the China
growth story, but unlocking this poten-
tial requires a concerted strategy,
based on leveraging key strengths.

‘‘The big story in global markets at
the moment is about the alignment
between natural resources and
China’s growing needs,’’ says David
Harrison, ANZ’s Head of Maori Re-
lationships.

New Zealand Manuka managing
director Jeremy Gardiner agrees.

The manuka honey producer has
partnered with Chinese pharmaceuti-
cal powerhouse Tong Ren Tang
Pharmaceuticals to retail its products
throughout the Chinese firm’s 1700
outlets in tier 1 and tier 2 cities.

Says Gardiner, ‘‘They were looking
for suppliers, and they recognised the
importance of the product itself, and
the connection to the resource.’’

The New ZealandManuka deal was
one of the commercial outcomes of a
‘‘Maori Inc’’ mission to China last year.
A cross-section of the $37 billion-plus
‘‘Taniwha Economy’’ joined Maori
Affairs Minister Pita Sharples on the
10-day mission visiting Beijing,
Guiyang, Shanghai, Guangzhou,
Jiangmen and Hong Kong.

The immediate upshot was a
$60,000 scholarship fund set up by Te
Puni Kokiri (TPK) for young ethnic
farm managers from Guizhou to gain
training and experience in New Zea-
land and the exclusive distribution
agreementwithNewZealandManuka.

Among the business delegates: New
Zealand Manuka, Wakatu, Central
North Island Holdings; Maori Trustee,
Maori Tourism, Poutama Trust, Ngai
Tahu Seafoods, Te Wananga O Aotea-
roa, Whale Watch Kaikoura, Federa-

tion of Maori Authorities, ANZ, Kiwi
Media and Kahungunu Asset Holding.

Partnershipshave sincebeenunder
discussion between Central North
Island IwiHoldings andChinaNational
Buildings and Materials to establish
wood processing plants in the central
North Island. Wakatu has also pro-
gressed an arrangement with Dynasty
(one of China’s top three wine distri-
butors) to have its premium Kono and
Tohu wines distributed to high-end
hotels and restaurants.

But the central play is China’s thirst
for resources, which Maori businesses
— many of whom have large stakes in
keyNewZealand resources— canoffer
as a selling point to Chinese
consumers and strategic partners. This
is a factor Maori Trustee Jamie Tuuta
has centre-mind as he progresses his
own discussions with Chinese players
(see adjoining story).

The growth of China as a premium
market is also a drawcard for Maori
producers of top-end products. For
New Zealand Manuka, says Gardiner,
China is the highest-quality market in
which they operate. ‘‘They want to
work with a premium global brand,
and stemming from that, they expect
quality,’’ he says. ‘‘They require the
highest quality of testing — 20-odd
tests are required for each batch of
honey that we send over.’’

ANZ’s Harrison says ‘‘Brand Maori’’

can become an important part of the
overall New Zealand story in China.
‘‘The value of culture is that it can be
a differentiator in a market saturated
with brands . . . although at the end
of the day, you still need a quality
product.’’ He suggests there remains a
lack of international understanding as
to who and what ‘‘Maori’’ is, but that
with continued education, the unique
Maori brand can play a significant role
in marketing New Zealand products.’’

Federation of Maori Authorities

chief executive Te Horipo Karaitiana,
credits Pita Sharples with having gen-
erated positive movement for Maori
in China.

‘‘We’ve found Minister Sharples
resonates with the people there. He’s
set up some high-level meetings that
certainly wouldn’t have been possible
if we, as private New Zealand enter-
prises, had tried on our own.’’

‘‘Many of the tier 1 cities like Beijing
and Shanghai are highly competitive,
and trying to get a space in that highly
competitiveenvironment is quite chal-
lenging,’’ adds Karaitiana. ‘‘Minister
Sharples has decided to focus on a
particular region in terms of building
a relationship. The Chinese Govern-
ment is also keen to see the uplifting
of some of their minority groupings
over there, so that region Minister
Sharples is focusing on is where there
is a predominance of minority group-
ings, so there’s some alignment there.’’

Karaitiana emphasises the risks
involved in entering the Chinese mar-
ket, but is confident that much of this
danger can be controlled through
strategic progression and adequate
planning. ‘‘China is one of the most
difficult and challenging business
environments that I haveexperienced.
It’s not easy doing business up there,
but strategically China has to be a
focus, and is a focus for New Zealand.
You need to be clear in your approach

and a country-wide strategy is literally
impossible for any New Zealand com-
pany, so we need to think through our
platforms and points of entry.’’

Notes Harrison, ‘‘It’s important to do
your due diligence on who you’re
dealing with up there, and who’s be-
hind who, and often that’s certainly
not as simple as it appears. The person
you’re talking tomaynotbe theperson
actually influencing the situation. As
you track things back, you understand
how the ChinaDevelopment Bank and
the big SOEs up there effectively
appear to implement the Govern-
ment’s macro-policy around resource
acquisition globally. ‘‘

‘‘We shouldn’t be novices about
China, they are very calculated,’’
Karaitiana cautions. He leaves us with
the reminder that the Chinese word
for opportunity and danger have the
same character. ‘‘China is a paradox.
We have to be there, but we have to
be cautious.Wehave to learnbydoing,
and we also need to make sure that
it’s a measured approach. It’s a
journey, it requires leadership and
commitment.’’

● The inaugural Taniwha &
Dragon Festival will be held on
April 27 at the Orakei Marae in
Auckland. It will celebrate the
many bonds — old and new — shared
by Maori and Chinese peoples.

China Business
Brierley Penn

Access to Chinese capital a plus for Maori
Maori Trustee Jamie Tuuta is at the
forefront as Maori businesses position
them themselves to take hold of future
opportunities with China.

‘‘Maori are large asset holders in the
primary sector — fishing, farming and
forestry. We need to understand how
we might leverage that through build-
ing relationships with China and Asia
more broadly.’’

A two-pronged approach to Chinese
engagement allows Maori asset
holders to fulfil what Tuuta cites as, ‘‘a
desire to move beyond the farm gate
to participate in value chains’’.

Tuuta acknowledges most Maori
are unwilling to sell their land and
rights over natural resources.

‘‘From a business perspective, this
means that Maori asset holders need
to perform better than any other busi-
ness. It’s all about free cash flow, be-
cause capital gain becomes irrelevant.

‘‘If I was to focus on where the key
opportunity is, it is one of access to

capital forMaori. That has been a focus
and emphasis for me, to really under-
stand how we might access Chinese
capital and work with Chinese in-
vestors understanding the constraints
and parameters under which they
operate and what they can invest in.’’

He points out New Zealand com-
panies are paying interest rates of 5 per
cent or more, Chinese companies 2-2.5
per cent. This opens up the possibility
of Chinese investors being able to use
their cheaper access to capital to free
up Maori assets and generate a more
productive use of resources.

‘‘When you look at
the Maori economy
and Maori asset base,
it is asset-rich and
cash-poor. It is really a
matter of understand-
ing who the partners
might be, and, for par-
ticular target markets
like China, unlocking

some of the value in these assets.’’
Tuuta’s focus has been on develop-

ing a platform to further relations with
Shanghai Pengxin, the Chinese com-
pany that acquired the 16 Crafar dairy
farms last year. In January, he visited
China for Shanghai Pengxin’s AGM, to
deepen relationships. But the contacts
were initially formed by Maori Affairs
Minister Pita Sharples during theMaori
Inc mission last year. ‘‘What was being
portrayed in the media for me didn’t
quite sit right. So we wanted to take
steps to balance that view.’’

He has sought to understand the

objectives of Shanghai Pengxin in New
Zealand, as well as what this would
likelymean for Maori trusts and for the
broader perception of Maori toward
foreign investment. ‘‘For Maori to truly
succeed economically, we need to en-
gage with foreign investors.’’

The Shanghai Pengxin talks are
centred on further farming
acquisitions or partnerships, as well as
participation further down the value
chain. While the spotlight was on dairy
farm acquisitions because of the Crafar
purchase, broad discussions are taking
place about other opportunities, in-
cluding forestry conversions in the
central North Island.

Tuuata cites the China Investment
Corporation which is in discussions
with some iwi over proposals to
replanting forests and soft wood
processing. ‘‘It’s complex not only be-
cause of the ownership structure but
more so because of some of the plan-
ning and environmental aspects. ‘‘

It is clear Maori-owned land will
feature as a crucial assetwhen it comes
to future opportunities for dairy
conversions or forestry plays. But iwi
will require a capital partner or strate-
gic partners who can bring more than
just capital. The real challenge lies in
value-added products, where partners
can bring a market element alongside
capital injections. ‘‘From a Maori per-
spective,’’ says Tuuta, ‘‘It is important
to embrace China and all it brings, but
not at the expense of who we are as
Maori and in New Zealand.’’

Tuuta’s focus is to invest in the
younger generation, to ensure there
are people coming through who are
familiarwithChina, andhaveanunder-
standing of the dynamics and culture
of its market. Growing Maori presence
in China will require patience and
focus, but is an incomparable oppor-
tunity for key primary sector busi-
nesses. ‘‘Time and exposure is import-
ant because that builds confidence.’’

Jamie Tuuta
● Maori Trustee
● Presides over 2000 trusts,
companies and joint ventures,
and 100,000ha of Maori-
owned land
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How to brew up business

THE PLAYERS

Leon Mickelson is in charge of The Brew— a craft brewery and restaurant
operating out of themagnificent Kerry Hotel in Pudong, Shanghai.
Mark Tanner is the founder of China Skinny, a Shanghai-based business
developingmarketing strategies for Western businesses in China.
Alex Worker is a director of Marianas Group, a New Zealand company
representing high-end food and beverage products across the Pacific Rim.

Alexander Speirs talks to three New Zealanders with different interests making inroads into China

L eon Mickelson came to
Shanghai two years ago to
carve a niche for craft beers
in the notoriously competi-

tive Chinese beer market.
Mickelson — who began his brew-

ing career 15 years ago inHawkesBay.
— had already notched up more than
30 international brewing awards
when he was recruited to Shanghai
by Kerry Hotels to set up craft brew-
ery The Brew smack in the middle
of its Pudong hotel. ‘‘Before coming
here I researched the Chinese beer
market and they account for a quar-
ter of the world’s total consumption,’’
says Mickelson. ‘‘But when I looked
at the craft brewing industry, its mar-
ket share was virtually nil.’’

In the United States the craft brew-
ing industry sported sales of US$10.2
billion in 2012, accounting for a sig-
nificant share of the US$99 billion
beer industry. Importantly, craft
beers reach higher prices than main-

stream beer products. The 10.3 per
cent market share (by value) was
captured with only a 7 per cent share
of total consumption.

Mickelson believed with global
trends set by the US there were
exciting prospects in China. ‘‘I saw
that there was a huge market to be
taken and a great opportunity. Beer
here has a reputation as a working
man’s drink, so we want to follow the
wine industry’s example [of estab-
lishing wine as a premium product].’’

Kerry was initially cautious about

operating a brewery in the middle of
a five-star hotel, but the concept has
become a big drawcard, increasing
custom for the hotel from both locals
and tourists.

The success of the business has
Kerry expanding the operation to
other locations.

‘‘Similar concepts are being de-
signed for new locations that are
opening up around Asia,’’ says
Mickelson.

Threemore brewery projects have
been confirmed for new hotel loca-

tions over the next three years.
Brew targets the very high-end

demographic through serving unique
beers crafted in-house by a globally
renowned brewmaster. The bar is an
excellent way for Kerry Hotels to
capture a share of a booming market,
Mickelson says.

Beer consumption inChina ismore
than 50 billion litres per year, more
than double the 24 billion litres drunk
in the United States. For China the 50
billion litre figure marks a 29 per cent
growth rate achieved over the previ-
ous five years.

Strict food safety regulations con-
trolling manufacturing plants pro-
hibit Mickelson from producing the
beer ona larger commercial scale and
attempting a shot at a more sig-
nificant market share.

‘‘These standards are more lenient
if you are not going to distribute your
product, giving opportunity for craft
brewery restaurants.’’

TheeconomicgrowthofChinaand theopportunities
that camewith itwerewhat drewMarianasdirector
AlexWorker toBeijing. ‘‘China is thehotmarket—
there’s phenomenal growthhere.Withapopulation
of 1.35billionpeople andayounggeneration striving
to leadabetter life than thegenerationbefore them,
opportunities abound.’’

TheBrew’s LeonMickelsonagrees. ‘‘With the scale
here inChina, anythingcanbeachieved. The longer
youspendhere, themoreyoucome toappreciate

thepotential for theWesternworldgetting involved
withChina.’’

SaysChina Skinny’sMarkTanner, ‘‘By 2020, there
are forecast tobe280million affluent consumers
inChina, up from120million today. Therearemore
than700cities larger thanWellington.’’

All threebelieveNewZealandhas strong
recognitionamongconsumers inChina. ‘‘China
knowsaboutNewZealand— they know thatwe’re
clean, they know thatwe’regreenandourdairy

products in particular haveagreat reputation,’’ says
Worker. But a strong reputation is not enough in
amarket likeChina.

‘‘It’s themosthotly contestedmarket in theworld
right now’’ saysTanner. ‘‘It’s not just a caseof
launchingaproduct and relyingon the strongNZ
brand to sell it for us.’’MostNewZealandbusinesses
don’t have thebudgetor scale to compete right
acrossmassmarkets, sobuildingdemand in the
growingmarket for premiumproductsmakes sense.

Ahead
of the
crowd

China is changing weekly
sowe focusmuch of our
resources on research to

understand those
changes.
Mark Tanner

M ark Tanner’s business
China Skinny works with
Western businesses to
develop and delivermar-

keting strategies for China with a
particular focus in online and social
media. It was Tanner’s international
marketing experience — he special-
ised in the internet and telecommuni-
cations sectors — that led him to set
up China Skinny. He worked with
large corporate like Vodafone and
Telecom, as well as small businesses
and NGOs.

‘‘Market intelligence has always
played a big part in my decision
process, especially in China,’’ he says.
‘‘I didn’t consider this area well

covered for Western businesses so I
set out to develop a product.’’

That product became China
Skinny, a full-service market consul-
ting firm with the ability to deliver
both traditional and specialised pro-
ducts tohelp businesses better under-
stand the Chinese market and
consumers. To complement these
activities, a social media monitor is
being developed so businesses can
oversee their own presence as well
as their competitors’.

The end package that China
Skinny delivers is predicated upon
delivering relevant information — a
key component ofwhich is timeliness
and relevance. ‘‘China is changing
weekly so we focus much of our
resources on research to understand
those changes,’’ says Tanner.

The business is run lean with the
majority of resources re-invested into
the company to fund ongoing R&D.

‘‘It is slow and costly setting up a
Chinese-based company,’’ says Tan-
ner who has China Skinny registered
outside China to service international
clients. ‘‘In the meantime, we work
with a local company to service Chin-
ese customers.’’

Working to grow great partnerships

A lex Worker (pictured) and
two friends set up Marianas
Group a year ago. ‘‘We’re
three New Zealanders with

a vision to represent the world’s best
natural products across the Pacific
Rim,’’ says Worker. ‘‘Our focus has to
be about developing the brands — our
goal over the next two years is to
position them, to promote them, to
protect them and to grow great chan-
nel partnerships within China.’’

The three all have backgrounds in
the financial sector.Worker, who is
Marianas’ director of China is a former
corporate manager for Fonterra and
GlobalDairyTrade. International, direc-
tor Ollie Farnsworth was a consultant
for three years at Deloitte specialising

in supply chain management. New
Zealand director, Jake Vermunt for-
merly worked in corporate finance at
Ernst & Young.

In the short term, the company are
working towards clear targets while
maintaining its slow-build philosophy.
They have a number of notable clients
including Whittaker’s Chocolate,
Hubbards Foods and Rabbit Ranch
Wineries — partnerships which are
essential if Marianas is to be competi-
tive in the high-end food and beverage
market.

‘‘Competition is everywhere, but our
biggest competitors are other countries
nailing the high-end food and beverage
branding,’’ says Worker, singling out
France inwines, Australia inmeats and

Belgium in chocolates as examples.
‘‘Our partners understand the im-

portance of marketing and branding,
and they all must have a long-term
orientation to building brands.’’

The ever-changing Chinese regula-
tory environment is a challenge. With
food safety a primary concern, guaran-
teeing country of origin and security
of supply chains for their products are
priority. Accomplishing this is about
‘‘finding the right distributors and de-
veloping relationshipswithChinaports
and Customs.’’

Marianas remains self-funded and is
forecast to be cash flow positive by
year-end. ‘‘Our revenue growth is
staged year on year to ensure our
partnerships are developed at the right
speed.’’ Longer-term, Worker expects
the firm to need outside funding.
‘‘Whenwehit a certain level of business
operation, we must seek external capi-
tal to achieve five-year growth targets.

Business
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Strong network powers BNZ’s China push

It takes a long time to build scale in China. Scale
is about getting knowledge and competitive
advantage.

Anthony Healy

Bank of New Zealand has bypassed
the usual Australasian route to bank-
ing in China. Instead of building a
largeoperationwith branchnetworks
and taking equity in local banks, BNZ
is supporting the investment and
trade needs of New Zealand expor-
ters aiming to expand their Chinese
operations.

It’s a different strategyandone that
plays to the bank’s strengths. BNZ
corporate and business executive
director Anthony Healy says its deal-
ings in China are mainly through its
Australian parent, the National Aus-
tralia Bank (NAB), a link giving BNZ
two advantages.

First, Healy says, NAB is Australia’s
leading commercial business bank.
He says it is more focused on trade
flows than its rivals. Leveraging this
expertise is powerful forNewZealand
organisations wanting to export into
growing Asian markets like China.

Second, NAB was the first
Australasian bank to enter China.
Healy says NAB has had operations
in the country for 40 years — that’s
as long as Western nations have
enjoyed diplomatic relationswith the
country and long predates China’s
flowering as a trade superpower.

Healy says BNZ customers get the
benefit of hard lessons learnedduring
NAB’s 40 years of experience in
China. And the length of time has also

given NAB an opportunity to create
a strongpartnershipnetwork through
the country. Healy talks in terms of
deep connections formed by a team
on the ground made up of local
specialists alongside experts in mat-
ters such as understanding the, at
times, opaque regulatory environ-
ment.What can lookcomplicatedand
difficult to people outside China is
often not a big deal for people who
live there.

Overall, the BNZ China strategy is
about deepening ties, not creating a
large footprint — that’s a strategy
Healy says will deliver growth for his
New Zealand clients, especially those
in the sectors most relevant to China:
food and agriculture. ‘‘We focus on
facilitating our client’s trade and in-
vestment flows.’’

As part of this strategy the bank
recently appointed former NZ Trade
and Enterprise director Paul Gestro
as head of its Asia Desk.

Gestro brings experience at help-
ing New Zealand businesses move
into Asia and is responsible for

finding potential partnerships to ex-
tend the reach of BNZ’s exporting
customers. ‘‘My role is about
connecting into networks, under-
standing growth strategy and under-
standing customer requirements in
the market then matching this with
the right advice. Once that happens,
companies will grow naturally. We’ll
then support that with our banking
products.’’

Gestro says BNZ is taking a long-
term view. ‘‘Instead of looking at the
customer needs now, let’s look at
their needs in 10 or 20 years’ time and
carry them through the journey’’. And
it isn’t just about China. He says it’s
not unusual for a New Zealand com-
pany to form a relationship with a
Chinese partner that takes them else-
where in Asia.

One advantage of the 40-year in-
sider view of business in China is that
it adds perspective. For much of that
time there was relatively little trade
between New Zealand and China,
Gestro says things took off when the

two countries signed a free trade
agreement in 2008.

There was more to the free trade
deal than a simple increase in busi-
ness between New Zealand and
China: ‘‘There’s now an awareness
about exporting to China.’’ However
he says at the same time there are
misconceptions about dealing with
the country. Gestro often hears talk
that exporting to China is too hard.
He disagrees. ‘‘It can be as easy as
exporting to Australia.’’

Many exporters are put off by the
scale of dealing with China. Gestro
says that’s where BNZ comes into the
picture, answering questions such as,
‘‘how do companies work with their
bank toachieve thenecessary scale?’’.

‘‘It takes a long time to build scale
in China,’’ says Healy. ‘‘Scale is about
getting knowledge and competitive
advantage.

‘‘Customers can plug into our net-
work both in China and back here in
our partner centres. This gives them
a place to do business with quality
meeting facilities, video conferencing
and so on.’’

This is important for the food and
agricultural sector, particularly for
those in provincial New Zealand less
inclined to invest in front of house
facilities. Healy says this allows them
to show their Chinese clients a pro-
fessional face.

China Business
Bill Bennett

Fine art of fitting into the jigsaw
Mainfreight’s Don
Braid says knowing
the local culture
and using local
knowledge are key

Don Braid says Mainfreight has to be ‘‘nimble’’ about its business in China.

We have to become good at being able to
understand how cultures operate, and how
business cultures operate in each country.

Don Braid

Mainfreight group managing director
Don Braid emphasises China is im-
portant to the Kiwi firm as it builds
itself towards becoming a major glo-
bal logistics and freight company.

Its business in the region grew by
more than 20 per cent during the past
12 months. A developing trend is the
growing tendency for major Chinese
businesses to invest inmanufacturing
plants in Mexico — to tap into the
(even) cheaper labour costs, as Chin-
ese wage costs grow. Though that
won’t put a spoke in Mainfreight’s
China business, the firm has to be
nimble.

‘‘Itmeans theChinesehave to think
about where they put their next
manufacturing plant,’’ says Braid. ‘‘So
that changes the face of logistics, it
changes the face of shipping. Instead
of shipping across the Pacific, we
might move goods internally across
America from Mexico.

‘‘But there is still a lot being manu-
factured in China. There are still
plenty of opportunities, particularly
as the Chinese society develops —we
are involved in both exports and
imports.’’

Braid concedes that fierce com-
petition for good quality people is an
issue for Mainfreight in fast-growing
markets including China. ‘‘Rivals
sometimes offer our staff triple the
salary we are paying them.’’

Staffing issues aside, the firm is
punchingwell above itsweight on the
international stage with 75 per cent
of its projected $1.90-$1.95 billion for
the March 31 year coming from its
offshore operations. ‘‘That freight
doesn’t even touch New Zealand,
that’s us doing work off- shore . . . we
are developing a global business.’’

Mainfreight has not spread itself
thin. ‘‘We could have taken the de-
cision and not gone to Australia 20
years ago. But we took the risk to go
and cut our teeth there, and have
continued to grow ever since.’’

‘‘We are a minor player. But we
have expanded to complete the
import-export triangle.’’

The triangle links Europe, the
Americas, and Asia. Mainfreight has
been in China for 10 years and has
operations in cities like Ningbo,
Shanghai, Shenzen and Hong Kong.
Braid has signalled Mainfreight may
buy a Chinese firm at some stage to
spur growth. But he cautions, ‘‘We
have to be very careful about what
we acquire in China. Whatever we
buy has to fit in — it has to be a piece
of the jigsaw — so until the right
opportunity comes along we are de-
veloping our core business.’’

He emphasises a key aspect to
making headway abroad is to respect
the culture of every country it oper-
ates in.

‘‘Some firms enter a new market
and say ‘this is the way we do it’ .
. . and in places such as China that
just won’t work.

‘‘We look at each culture, under-
stand it, andworkwith it—asopposed
to fighting it. We spent years in China
learning how to work there, learning
our craft and how to work with the
Chinese.’’

All this experience translates into
some pretty simple advice for firms
keen to do business abroad — work
with, and hire, the locals.

‘‘For example, when we went to
Australia, we had to do it with a
Mainfreight Australian culture, and
that taught us to have a Mainfreight
Asian culture,’’ says Braid.

‘‘It’s all about the internationalis-
ation of New Zealand companies. We
have to become good at being able
to understand how cultures operate,
and how business cultures operate in
each country.’’

Braid says now and again Main-
freight will hit a roadblock put up by
corrupt officials in developing
markets wanting their cut. Industry

slang refers to ‘‘white, grey and black’’
lines. As you’d expect, the company
only follows the so-called white line,
where paperwork is beyond re-
proach, goods are cleared correctly
through customs, and bureaucracies
carefully navigated so everything is
above board.

Braid says it’s an easy slope from
white to grey, and then you’re just a
hop, skip and jump to the black lane
—where pay-offs are made under the
table to ease goods through the sys-
tem.

‘‘You can imagine the pressure that
comes from exporters trying to get
their goods into a country, or
importers trying to get their goods
[once they are on the dock],’’ says
Braid.

‘‘Organised crime and dodgy gov-
ernment employees are involved —
and we refuse to go there. We have
a policy of anti-corruption, white lane
only.

‘‘It’s the people controlling the bor-
der that are the problem, that’s where
the greed lies. But the importers and
exporters have got the pressures to
get their goods to market. And this
causes some clients to not use us
again — so be it.’’

Braid is at pains to point out that
the country of Mainfreight’s birth is
almost inconsequential to its global
ambitions, although being a New
Zealand-based firm doesn’t hurt
when it comes to marketing.

‘‘It means we are seen as being
neutral, we haven’t invaded any
countries or started any wars,’’ he
says. ‘‘We are not seen as a threat and
we can do a deal.’’

Braid’s rule ‘‘Choose your local
partners carefully, maintain a pres-
ence in the country and be careful
with your brand‘‘.

China Business
Steve Hart
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Pengxin looks at Chinese hotels in NZ
An ‘‘oasis with romantic pool’’ room at the Banyan Tree hotel on the North Bund, Shanghai.

Pengxin chairman Jiang Zhaobai
questions whether New Zealand is
ready for a big explosion of Chinese
tourists attracted by wide open
spaces, clean air and stunning scen-
ery.

Jiang’s company —which built the
plush Banyan Tree hotel on the North
Bund inShanghai— is actively looking
to build several top-class boutique
hotels here for discerning Chinese
visitors.

‘‘We think the tourist industry in
New Zealand has great potential for
the Chinese tourist market,’’ he says.
‘‘We are also trying to tap into that
market.’’

‘‘New Zealand is really a nice place
. . . it’s got beautiful scenery and golf
courses and a population of just four
million.

‘‘People can experience space in-
stead of Chinese crowds.’’

Jiang reckons as many as two to

three million Chinese tourists may
come our way within 10 years. ‘‘New
Zealand should be well prepared for
the big number of tourists, not only
the Government but the people and
the business circles — it is a a good
opportunity for them as well.

‘‘But are you ready?’’
John Key — who is also Minister

of Tourism —will call into the Banyan
Tree hotel for a business luncheon
Jiang is hosting as the rotating chair-

man of the Shanghai Entrepreneurs
Association. ‘‘It could really help if the
PrimeMinister comes to Banyan Tree
in Shanghai to promote the hotel
industry in New Zealand,’’ Jiang says.

‘‘We would also like the Prime
Minister to enjoy fantastic views of
the Bund and to see the development
and vitality of Shanghai.’’

Pengxin’s New Zealand-based
executive, Terry Lee, says a feasibility
study is under way to examine build-

ing a small hotel with Auckland,
Queenstown, Taupo and Rotorua all
in the mix. ‘‘To complement the de-
velopment of the tourism industry a
hotel is very important,’’ adds Lee.

Says Jiang, ‘‘The world economy
been through its peaks but China’s
engine still keeps growing at a stable
7-8 per cent growth rate . . . there will
be a lot of middle-class people, which
is a huge potential for travelling.

‘‘We need to capitalise on that.’’

Air NZ’s plans taking flight

Air New
Zealand’s Asia
general
manager
Sandeep Bahl
says the airline
is performing
well in the China
space.

Our national carrier is working hard to get us
noticed in China, writesAlexander Speirs

With the Chinese release of The
Hobbit and the Prime Minister’s
official visit, New Zealand is firmly in
the spotlight in China.

For the man tasked with leading
Air New Zealand through the next
phase of development in China, Asia
general manager Sandeep Bahl, this
represents an opportunity to gener-
ate further promotion for the airline
and for New Zealand as a tourist
destination.

‘‘We rolled out theHobbit premiere
jointly with Warner Brothers, China
Film and Tourism New Zealand in
Beijing. Following the movie launch,
we started our marketing campaign
with Tourism New Zealand to pro-
mote travel to Middle-earth.’’

With the introduction of daily
flights from Shanghai, building capa-
bilities within Asia is predicated upon
the ability to turn Shanghai into an
effective transit hub for Air New
Zealand.

‘‘The main goal is to make a strong
gateway through to China via Shang-
hai, but to do that we need to be
confident of selling out the flight
everyday, not relying on seasonal
demands.’’

Generating sustained demand for
the service is one of the biggest
challenges towards succeeding in
China, with a strong focus on market-
ing by Air New Zealand.

‘‘The key China campaigns we
have launched include Romance,
Golf and The Hobbit,’’ says Bahl. All

are part of a three-year joint strategy
developed with Tourism New Zea-
land to grow awareness of New Zea-
land as a premium destination and
deliver high-value visitors.

The Romance campaign kicked off
with theweddingof Chinese celebrity
Yao Chen in Queenstownwho travel-
led here on Air New Zealand, helping
to associate the airline with premium
travel and drive an affluent new
consumer group.

The exposure that accompanied
Chen’s wedding was felt most in
social media channels — an area in
which Air New Zealand has thrived
in recent years. Chen’s 42 million
followers onWeibo trump theTwitter
numbers of Barack Obama, Justin
Bieber and Oprah Winfrey.

The ability to play golf year-round
is an advantageNewZealandenjoyed
that held major drawing power for
international visitors.

Golf players are just one of a
number of special interest groups a
dedicated team are managing, with
ski groups wanting to take advantage
of New Zealand’s counter-seasonality
also being targeted.

The growth in Chinese passenger
numbers requires an equal push from
operators back in New Zealand to
ensure their facilities accommodate
Chinese visitors, with our hoteliers in
particular being proactive on this
front.

‘‘Trust and personal recommenda-
tions are extremely valuable in Chin-

ese culture. The real value is getting
people over to New Zealand, coming
back and selling it to their family and
friends.’’

Based on current metrics, Air New
Zealand is performing well in the
China space.

‘‘With our capacity increase in
Shanghai, we are developing an over-
all market growth for New Zealand.
During the recent seven-day period
of the Chinese NewYear holidays, Air
New Zealand carriedmore than 1000
Chinese holiday travellers.’’

Bahl credits much of this success
to his team on the ground in China
and the organisational culture within
Air New Zealand.

‘‘My goal is that everybody that
works here is in New Zealand at least
once per year. That understanding
further motivates the staff.’’

Prior to the introduction of the
daily service between Shanghai and
Auckland this year, a transit hub
strategy was not feasible due to ir-
regularities and breaks in travel.

‘‘We want Shanghai to serve a
network of cities in China in the same
wayAucklanddoes forNewZealand.’’

Similar strategies have been suc-
cessfully implemented by the airline
in both Hong Kong and Tokyo within
the region already.

With a base in Shanghai, Air New
Zealand’s three strategic hubs will

give it a significant Asian presence for
its international network.

The ability to deliver an extensive
network in China was bolstered by
adding codeshare flights in conjunc-
tion with Air China in 2012. The
partnership was significant. Air New
Zealand retained the ability to deliver
codeshare services to the Chinese
capital right up to the cancellation of
the direct Beijing route.

This route was introduced after
the bilateral free trade agreement
with China was signed, which permit-
ted one flight per day for each
country.

‘‘Under the new bilateral [agree-
ment] signed last year, both country’s
carriers now have access to three
daily flights.’’

Though there is not sufficient de-
mand to run 21 flights per week to
China, the door is open for the re-
introduction of the Beijing route or
further bolstering flights to Shanghai
as the market grows.

The benefit of a daily service
between Shanghai and Auckland
extends beyond the primary com-
mercial passenger business.

‘‘Cargo capacity to China has risen
by about 50 per cent,’’ says Bahl.

He expects the Chinese market for
premium products to move in a simi-
lar direction to Japan where strong
demand for fresh produce spells joint
opportunity for domestic suppliers
and Air New Zealand.

‘‘They want their fish caught and
on the plane that night, ready for
serving and on the plate in Japan
within 24 hours.’’

‘‘I think we’re sitting very well in
the cargo space in terms of potential
opportunities.’’



Making the most of Middle-earth
The Hobbit is providing an incentive for TourismNZ to promote NZ to Chinese visitors writes Brierley Penn

Tourism NZ’s Kevin Bowler says the China tourism focus must be on quality.

208,704
Chinese visitors came to NZ in
February alone, which was a

106%

increase from the previous year

7000
visitors from China entered last year
on ‘‘Premier Kiwi Partnerships’’
travel arrangements

18
Chinese agents are currently
involved in these partnerships

Tourism New Zealand is leveraging
the global profile of The Hobbit by
promoting the Middle-earth fantasy
as an attainable experience to pro-
spective Chinese tourists.

‘‘New Zealand features on the
bucket lists of many international
travellers,’’ says TourismNZ chief
executive Kevin Bowler.

‘‘The key is providing them with
an incentive to actuallymake the trip,
and the Middle-earth campaign
provides an opportunity to do just
that.’’

Bowler explains large-scale events
such as the 2011 Rugby World Cup
can act as both a drawcard and
deterrent for tourists. As these one-
off feature events tend to come with
astronomical prices, travellers are
forced to trade off their enjoyment
with the reality of tightened purse-
strings. The relative cheapness of
attractions associated with The
Hobbit means Chinese tourists can
experience New Zealand without be-
ing expected to pay excessive
amounts.

In February alone, 208,704 short-
term visitors from China set foot on
New Zealand shores. This offset a
weaker January, largely the result of
the timing of the LunarNewYear, and
represented a 106 per cent increase
on 2012.

Tourists from the world’s most
populous nation could prove to be a
saving grace to an industry that has
suffered in recent years from the dual
impact of a high exchange rate and

increasing costs of long-haul flights.
However, Bowler stresses the fo-

cus must be on the quality of visitor
stays, as opposed to simply chasing
visitor numbers. For Chinese tourists,
New Zealand has tended to be a ‘‘tag-
on’’ to an Australian vacation. This
results in shorter trip durations and
less lucrative travel arrangements,
and tends to concentrate the result-
ing economic benefit in major
gateways like Auckland.

‘‘Our strategy in targeting China is
two-pronged,’’ Bowler says. ‘‘We’re
trying to create a premium image of
NewZealandas adestination, but also
to focus on the trade aspect of the
relationship. We can’t underestimate
the value of selling product bundles.’’

TourismNZ is forming ‘‘Premier
Kiwi Partnerships’’ with agents in
China to market mono-New Zealand
holidays; visits of seven to 10 days
that involve a more independent
travel experience, distinct from Aus-
tralia. There are currently 18 Chinese
agents and approximately 7000 visi-
tors who have entered New Zealand
through such arrangements in 2012.
This number is expected to snowball,
as the image of New Zealand as a
premium international destination
grows. Additional boosts are
expected as TourismNZ rolls out its
strategy to tier two Chinese cities.

Encouraging Chinese tourists to
move past the primary destination of
Auckland can bring increased

revenue through internal flights and
travel arrangements, as well as pro-
viding provincial centres with the
opportunity to cash in on the poten-
tial of this growing market.

But says Bowler, it is important to
educate visitors that seeing New Zea-
land takes time. ‘‘The focus must be
on developing a quality travel experi-
ence, and education is key. Most
international travellers don’t realise
how much there is to do and see in
New Zealand, outside the main
centres. Getting a quality New Zea-
land experience takesmore than four
or five days.’’

Already there are increasing num-
bers of Chinese visiting Queenstown
and the number of ‘‘free independent

travellers’’ seeking a more Western-
ised travel experience is growing. The
growing network of Chinese students
here also provide de-facto tourism
guide services to the visitors, which
Bowler cites as a cause of the rising
number of independent travellers.

A partnership with Chinese celeb-
rity Yao Chen has played an import-
ant role in building the New Zealand
brand in China. And the boost in
tourism numbers can be attributed in
part to the increased presence of the
China Southern airline. China
Southern’s daily flights between
Auckland and Guangzhou have
complemented the increased focusof
Air New Zealand on the Shanghai
market. These two factors have
culminated in higher capacity on the
supply side of the airline industry.

Naturally there are challenges in
targeting the Chinese market, not
least the difficulty of marketing in a
countrywith such a large and diverse
population. Airlines operating China
to New Zealand services are also
confronted by the difficulties of oper-
ating in an asymmetric market, with
a much greater number of incoming,
rather than outgoing tourists.
‘‘Airlines operate most efficiently in
symmetrical markets,’’ Bowler
explains. ‘‘The US to New Zealand
service is a great example of this.’’

Despite this, it is clear that tourism
links between the two nations will
continue to feature as an important
asset to TourismNZ’s international
strategy.
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Welcome mat out at airport
Strategy is targeting free travellers and the
luxury end of the visitor market

Glenn Wedlock says the aim is for Chinese to view NZ as a sole destination.

There’s a greater
awareness of New
Zealand and we have
more direct flights
here.
GlennWedlock

Auckland Airport says its goal of
getting 430,000 Chinese visitors
over a 12-month period is a year
ahead of schedule.

As part of its Ambition 2020
strategy the airport has been work-
ing with airlines, the travel industry
and marketing directly in China to
not only build numbers but encour-
age more high-spending free and
and independent travellers to visit
only New Zealand rather than Aus-
tralia as well.

The airport’s general manager
aeronautical commercial, Glenn
Wedlock, says the target number
couldbeachievedayear early given
current growth rates of more than
20 per cent a year.

During the past Chinese New
Year visitor numberswereup20per
cent on last year.

‘‘There’s a greater awareness of
New Zealand and we have more
direct flights here.’’

The Ambition strategy states that
by 2020 Asia, especially China, will
provide the largest growth potential
both in visitor arrivals and in the
amount they spend when they’re
here. Asia could provide $2.9 billion
of the projected $8.5 billion in
inbound tourism value by 2020,
withChinaproviding the lion’s share
at $1.5 billion.

The airport spends about $10
million a year on encouraging tour-
ism, with a big chunk of that aimed
at the Chinese market.

Wedlock says the airport is
hoping the number of direct flights
could treble by 2020 but is not
necessarily targeting other airlines
on to the Auckland-China route.

‘‘The easiest way to get the
growth is to ensure the profitability
is there — in Australia what you’re
seeing is a number of carriers have
gone in but they’re actually strug-
gling for profit and they’ve come
out,’’ he says.

‘‘Our approach is to get them
[airlines] in, and make sure they’ve
got the right kind of people filling
them.

‘‘Structurally we’d rather get to
that end of the wedge and grow —
it’s aligned to the airline’s profit and
what the tourism industry is set up
for.’’

About 80 per cent of Chinese
tourists are on ‘‘dual destination’’

package tours and the airport is
keen to help attract independent
travellers who stay here longer and
spend more.

‘‘Our aim would be to try to get
it to 50-50 over time and get about
45 per cent of all the Australasian
traffic.’’

Wedlock says the airport is also
targeting the luxury market.

Earlier this year the airport, in
association with Tourism NZ,
sponsored a golf tournament that
attracted a group of MBA students
from China and they filled the
premiumcabinsof aChinaSouthern
flight. A high-end photography tour
is also planned.

The airport has also supported a
visit by Chinese TV star Dong Xuan
— who has an online following of
millions — to promote New Zealand.

Wedlock says Chinese visitors
are good for the airport’s retailers.
Behind New Zealanders and Austra-
lians they are the third biggest
spenders through duty free, buying
mainly luxury items and alcohol.

China Business
Grant Bradley
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A slow cruise to success
by Brierley Penn

Kaikoura

Kaikoura, on the east coast of the
South Island, is one of the only
places in the world where you can
easily see spermwhales. Sperm
whales, the largest of the toothed
whales, grow tomore than 15
metres in length. At a time when
Maori were casualties of
Kaikoura’s declining economy. Kati
Kuri leaders like Bill Solomon
believed the local spermwhales
held the answer to the
unemployment problems. They
knew their ancestor Paikea had
journeyed to a new life in New
Zealand on the back of the whale
Tohora. It seemed appropriate for
Paikea’s descendants to again ride
on the back of the whale to a new
life.

Kauahi Ngapora

WhenWhaleWatch opened its doors
in 1987, it was seen as a solution to
growing unemployment and poverty
amongMaori in Kaikoura. Passengers
travelled aboard a small inflatable
vessel and its founders were forced
to mortgage their homes to provide
funds to establish the business.

Now its chief operating officer,
Kauahi Ngapora, sits at the helm of
an operation widely considered to be
one of New Zealand’s leading tourism
experiences, boasting six custom-
built boats, an operation in the Gold
Coast, and around 100,000 visitors
each year.

The business launched its China
strategy just three years ago, but has
already made significant headway.
Ngapora says theChinese touristmar-
ket is one of Whale Watch’s most
rapidly growing sectors, but he
stresses it is not an easy sector to
target. He emphasises the importance
of focus and patience with timing
being crucial to success. His advice
that ‘‘China is a marathon, not a
sprint,’’ speaks against the common
perception of China as a fast route to
riches.

‘‘Like many other New Zealand
tourism businesses, the more tra-
ditional markets have been a key
driver for us, but with the global
financial crisis, the high dollar, and for
our region, events in Christchurch,
New Zealand tourism as a whole has

really suffered, but particularly those
traditional markets,’’ says Ngapora.

‘‘That’s why we looked three years
ago at where the opportunities lie,
and we started really targeting Asia,
and that’s where our key focus is
now.’’

Many Chinese visitors seek a
unique experience of our natural
environment, far removed from
China’s polluted and densely popu-
lated cities. The challenge lies in
getting them to Kaikoura. Chinese
visitors have traditionally been

shorter-stay, group travellers, less
likely toventure out of the large cities.

The Christchurch earthquake also
affected Whale Watch’s ability to at-
tract high-end Asian tourists, who
demand top-quality hotels and infra-
structure during their stay. ‘‘Before
the earthquake, 75 per cent of our
business came from Christchurch,
and now that’s around 52 per cent,’’
says Ngapora.

He says the emergenceof the semi-
and fully independent Chinese tour-
ist has proved lucrative. These tour-
ists are more willing to travel to a
remote location for a distinctive ex-
perience, and provide a welcome
boost to the region throughout their
stays. Between 25 per cent and 30 per

cent of Whale Watch’s international
visitors now come from Asia.

A key feature of Whale Watch’s
China strategy has been its partner-
ship with China Southern Airlines,
which came about during a trade fair
in Guangzhou. This relationship took
over a year to build, and involves
discounts and advertising offered to
the airline’s frequent flyer customers.

The Maori culture aspect of the
business has played an important
role in structuring Whale Watch’s
approach to this alliance.

‘‘Our cultural connections allow us
to get some really meaningful re-
lationships going, and I think the
approach we use is to focus on
establishing that relationship first,
and then doing the business after-
wards, rather than the other way
round, ’’ says Ngapora.

‘‘When we’re hosting a dinner, we
like todo amihimihi,we sing awaiata,
and our Chinese counterparts say
that they do the same. I think that sort
of cultural exchange takes the edge
off meetings and makes people feel
a lotmore relaxed.Maori andChinese
cultures connect well.’’

Whale Watch has employed
Mandarin-speaking staff, who trans-
late website information and guides,
and advertises on local Chinese blogs
and travel websites. It is also
leveraging its recent international
awards for sustainable tourism, to
establish key strategic relationships
with businesses throughout China.

China Southern aiming to build bigger profile in NZ
by Grant Bradley

China Southern Airlines says New Zea-
land should be doing more for the
growing number of Chinese tourists
coming here. The airline has been
flying here since 2011. Last year it
carried 61,000 passengers from China.

Its recently appointed general
manager in New ZealandMikeMa says
at times there have not been enough
interpreters in Auckland and hotel and
restaurant space was sometimes
stretched during the peak summer
tourist season from Christmas to
March, including Chinese New Year.

Ma said the airline wanted to bring
more independent travellers to New
Zealand but they were interested in a
wider range of activities than tra-
ditional shopping holidays. Golf,
harbour cruising and kayaking were
becoming increasingly popular. ‘‘For
that I think we must strengthen co-
operation withmany people, including

the Government, travel agents,
airports, [and] Chambers of Com-
merce.’’

The airline flies a near-new Airbus
A330-200 from Auckland to Guang-
zhou in southernChina. It started flying
three times a week in April, 2011 but
expanded to daily flights in November
that year. It says its aircraft have been
about 80per cent full butwants to raise
its profile in New Zealand to boost that
and improve yield.

‘‘We have only been in New Zealand
less than twoyears andour brandmust
become much better known and
trusted by New Zealand people,’’ Ma
says.

He says the airline is trying to boost
yield by filling its premium cabins. It
has first, business andeconomyclasses
on its New Zealand route and about
80 per cent of those on board both
ways are from China. Last year it
launched connecting flights to Euro-
pean destinations in its own version of

the Kangaroo route north.
The airline’s general manager for

Australia and New Zealand, Henry He,
says new carriers struggle for recogni-
tion against strong incumbent national
carriers wherever they fly, and this
country is no exception.

It is possible China Southern could
upgrade the aircraft from a 217-seat
A330-200 to a 280-seat A330-300 over
the peak season.

He says the airline is hopeful transit
visa regulations will be relaxed later
this year to allow New Zealanders
travelling through Guangzhou to stay
for 72 hours tomatch rules in Shanghai
and Beijing. At present transit visas
allow a 24-hour stay in the city.

Late last year, China Southern
signed a memorandum of understand-
ing with Tourism NZ and Auckland
Airport that sets out initiatives and a
commitment to increase international
tourism and trade potential for both
countries. The agreement was signed

ahead of a gathering of leading travel
agents mainly from China, airline ex-
ecutives and business leaders in Auck-
land,which the airline says emphasises
the importance of the New Zealand
market.

During the five-day visit arranged
by Auckland Airport and supported by
other tourist agencies they sampled
some North Island attractions.

China Southern’s president and
chief executive, Tan Wan Geng, said at
that time what he had experienced
strengthened his confidence in the
Auckland service, and agents — who
sell around 90 per cent of the airline’s
tickets—would bemotivated to sell the
route harder. China Southern is the
world’s third largest airline measured
by passengers carried and Asia’s larg-
est airline in both fleet size and pas-
sengers and after consolidating its
home network is aggressively expand-
ing around the world. It now flies to
about 200 destinations.

Maori tourism fast facts

● Chinese tourists are themost
likely group of visitors to partake
in Maori cultural experiences
● Nearly two-thirds (65%) of
Chinese visitors took part in Maori
cultural experience
● For overseas visitors, Maori
culture is the second reason, after
the landscape, that attracts them
● Maori tourism is one of the
fastest-growing sectors of the New
Zealand industry
● Maori tourism businesses are
evolving to combine traditional
culture with contemporary
experiences
● Iwi are growing their tourism
portfolios both in Maori and non-
Maori tourism experiences
International tourists who take
part in Maori cultural experiences
spendmore and stay longer on
average

Visitors
enjoy
cultural
experience
Maori culture is creating an entree for
New Zealand businesses into the
lucrative Chinese market.

New Zealand Maori Tourism
(NZMT), which represents more than
200Maori tourism operators, was the
only New Zealand presence at the
China (Guangdong) International
Tourism Industry Expo in 2011 and
2012, which attracted up to 500,000
people over three days, including
80,000 trade buyers.

‘‘Exhibiting at the expo meant we
could use Maori story-telling with its
close links to the land to add depth
to New Zealand’s promotion of our
landscape,’’ NZMT chief executive Pa-
nia Tyson-Nathan says.

Tourism businesses promoted at
the two expos included Kaikoura
Whale Watch; Magnetic South, which
provides tailored travel experiences;
Footprints Waipoua, the Northland
Kauri tree experience; Pa Harakeke
Wilderness Adventure Park, andWai-

rakei Terraces and Thermal Health
Spa, both in the central North Island.

NZMT also partnered with Tour-
ismNewZealand, NewZealandTrade
and Enterprise, Immigration New
Zealand and Te Puni Kokiri to create
a one-stop shop for Chinese people
who wanted to holiday in, or do
business with, New Zealand.

Choosing the Guangdong expo
was a strategic decision, Tyson-
Nathan says.

‘‘Our research indicated the
Cantonese spend more of their dis-
cretionary income on International
travel.

‘‘It also made sense to build on the
relationship with China Southern
Airlines, which provides direct flights
to New Zealand.

‘‘China Southern made sure their
stand was next to ours, so we could
jointly promote New Zealand, and it
helped cement the relationship
between the airline and Kaikoura
Whale Watch.’’

Performances by the Patea Maori
Club helped ensure the stand’s popu-
larity.

‘‘The kapa haka performances and
energy we were able to generate
meant we were the only stand filmed
by a local television channel, which
attracts up to 10 million viewers,’’
Tyson-Nathan says.

‘‘Because of our profile, our then
chairman Glen Katu was also asked
to address a trade buyers networking
event, attended by about 500 trade
buyers from Guangdong and the
Pearl River Delta area.

Business
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Agribusiness key to help the country feed itself
Investing in rural China: New Zealand
agribusiness and the local global nexus

Jason Young is conducting a three-year research project on New Zealand
agribusiness investment in rural China, supported by a $345,000 Fast Start
Marsden grant from the Royal Society of New Zealand.
His project will explore the interaction of international agribusinesses in
China with local development conditions. Though the agricultural sector is
increasingly welcoming of foreign investment and joint ventures to promote
agricultural best practices, to encourage technology and knowledge transfer
and tomodernise the agricultural sector, very little is known of how
international agribusinesses operate in rural China.
This project will document those practices using New Zealand case studies in
Hebei, Shaanxi and Guizhou, and explore the evolution of rural institutions to
identify the role of investment in the development of rural China.

History tells us that as most large
economies develop, a key challenge
is finding ways to make agriculture
more efficient in order to feed a
growing population of city dwellers.
China is no exception to this develop-
ment pattern and has already
reached a stage where agricultural
development is a prerequisite for
sustainable growth.

China’s urban centres are already
home to well over half a billion
people, many of whom are migrant
labourers.

This population is set to grow to
a billion in the coming decades, re-
quiring a vibrant agricultural sector
to meet urban demand for a high
quality, safe and secure food supply
and to alleviate rural-urban develop-
ment tensions.

To meet this aim, China has intro-
duced a series of new policies to
promote the rapid development of a
modern agricultural sector. Unlike
the past, when tax cuts were the
primary way of helping rural

households and encouraging house-
holdproductivity gains, policies intro-
duced in late 2012 and early 2013 aim
to fundamentally restructure the agri-
cultural sector.

Chinese agriculture has tradition-
ally been organised around the
household farming model.

This mitigated many of the worst
excesses of mass urbanisation, but it
had real costs in terms of efficiency.
The agricultural sector has not ben-
efited as much as it could from in-
dustrialisation, capital formation and
technological upgrading in urban
areas. In developmental terms, rural
China is being left behind.

The new agricultural policies aim
to address some of the obstacles to

rural development by improving
security of land tenure, reforming
residency mobility, increasing access
to credit and by promoting the de-
velopment of ‘‘large and powerful’’
commercial agribusinesses and ‘‘cor-
porate champions’’ in rural areas.

In the coming years we can expect
to see a powerful combination of

preferential policies from the state,
experimental development zones,
foreign investment and technology
transfer and bottom-up entrepre-
neurialism driving development in
the Chinese agricultural sector. Chin-
ese agriculture will become more
competitive, but it will need help to
get there.

This presents exciting opportun-
ities for New Zealand. This country
has awell-developedandhighly com-
petitive agricultural sector with lead-
ing models of agribusiness organisa-
tion, agriscience research and educa-
tion, and well-developed vertically
integrated production, processing
and distribution chains. New Zealand
companies are already involved in
rural China, including Fonterra’s
dairy farms in Hebei Province and
Global Horticulture New Zealand’s
kiwifruit production and processing
operations in Shaanxi Province.

The New Zealand-China story to
date has largely been about what we
can sell to China. The next chapter
will be more about what we can do
to help China feed itself.

JasonYoung is a research fellowat the
NewZealandContemporaryChina
ResearchCentre and lecturer in
Political Scienceand International
Relations atVictoriaUniversityof
Wellington.

Chinese appetite food for thought
The key to unlocking the huge opportunities for NZ’s food and beverage exporters in China will be found on
the plates and in the shopping baskets of the increasingly wealthy urban Chinese, writesDavid Green

There is a huge potential for New Zealand in high-value food exports to China, says David Green. Picture / Michael Bradley

For many, the greatest
rewards in future will come
to those who begin with an
eye on the kitchens,
restaurants and shopping
baskets of real consumers
in Shanghai, Tianjin or
Beijing, and shape their
production to suit.

Much is said about the enormous
opportunities for New Zealand food
exporters in the growing economies
of Asia, in particular China.

Economists believe China’s food
and beverage sector has overtaken
the US as the world’s largest. China
is now our top dairy export market
and our second biggest trading part-
ner after Australia.

Until now, much of the focus has
been on optimising production in this
country and gaining access to the
Chinese market. New Zealand now
enjoys unique advantages including
a reputation for safe, quality food and
China’s only free trade agreement
with an OECD country.

With exports to China growing at
18 per cent per annum since 2000,
some would conclude we are grab-
bingmore than our share. But a closer
look suggests we might not be grab-
bing enough. China’s imports of prim-
ary goods have grown even faster, at
24 per cent, suggesting other coun-
tries are doing better despite our
advantages.

If New Zealand is to fully seize the
opportunity, we must have a greater
understanding of the consumer in
China. For our farmers, processors
and marketers, understanding the
preferences of our new customers,
and where and how they get their
food, is essential.

To do so, we need to understand
the changes sweeping China. As it
grows and modernises, its vast popu-
lation is flocking to cities. At 690
million, the urban population now
outnumbers rural dwellers for the
first time and an estimated 200
million more will arrive in the next
20 years. In cities consumers enjoy
rising spending power and increas-
ingly demand food that is safe, high-
quality and convenient. Many are
turning to a diet rich in protein and
vitamins, including seafood, meat
and dairy, along with fresh fruit and
vegetables. In other words, demand
is soaring for the types of food and
beverages New Zealand produces.

The wealthiest Chinese house-
holds spend five times more on dairy
and seafood, and twice as much on
meat, than those on the lowest
incomes. And they will pay more per
kilogram for quality, such as better
cuts of meat, more ‘‘premium’’ vari-
eties of seafood, and branded,
packaged or processed food.

The potential for New Zealand in
these high-value segments is illus-
trated by Fonterra, which has
capitalised on growing health aware-
ness among affluent Chinese, boost-
ing dairy sales through the Anlene
‘‘bone health’’ brand. I believe it is the
wealthiest 10-20 per cent of urban
households — where people not only
consume more of our major exports,
but will pay more per mouthful for
the privilege — our exporters must
target. But where and how should we
target them?

China’s retail industry, along with
its infrastructure and distribution net-
works, are developing to meet con-
sumer needs. Traditional markets are
giving way to hypermarkets, special-
ity supermarkets, online shopping,
high-end hotels and restaurants as
the outlets of choice for affluent

urban consumers. This opens new
opportunities to get our products to
customers.

To be successful, each industry
should target specific food categories
alongwith themarkets andconsumer
channels where it is easiest and most
profitable to reach consumers.

A recent study in ANZ’s Agri Focus
set out to identify ‘‘hot spots’’ for
futuregrowth inNewZealandexports
to China. This compared regions on
a range of indicators, frompopulation
density and consumer spending
power to the concentration of infra-
structure, distribution networks and
foodoutlets. Nineof the top 10 regions
are on the East Coast seaboard, led
by Shanghai, Tianjin and Beijing.With
a combined population of nearly 60
million, these three regions alone
offer a market two and a half times

the size of Australia.
The opportunities are immense.

But so is the need for exporters to
understand the market and consu-
mers they wish to target, and tailor
their proposition accordingly.

Through ANZ’s presence in China,
we are helping Kiwi businesses con-
nect to local opportunities, contacts
and expertise. Their experiences
point to a range of vital success
factors.

Exporters need to do their home-
work on local tastes and business
practices. Strong business relation-
ships are crucial, as is the need for
local staff or collaborators.

Sizematters: even regions in China
dwarf New Zealand. Kiwi firms may
need to work together to gain the
scale to compete (such as, to meet
volume expectations, pool experi-

ence and/or share costs). Patience
and a commitment for the long haul
are important as it takes time and
investment to get truly established.

Starting out on this journey is not
for the faint-hearted, but the long-
term rewards can be enormous. For
many, the greatest rewards in future
will come to those who begin with
an eye on the kitchens, restaurants
and shopping baskets of real consu-
mers in Shanghai, Tianjin or Beijing,
and shape their production to suit.

We can then move forward con-
fident that New Zealand is maximis-
ing the returns from our longstanding
strength in agriculture by producing
the right products, at the right price
to get our exports on the right plate.

DavidGreen isANZ’sManaging
Director Institutional Bankingandan
executiveboardmember of theNZ
ChinaCouncil.

China Business
Jason Young
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China is what you make of it
Nicola Morris is confident Fonterra is
positioning itself well tomeet the
challenges of the Chinesemarket

Ideally we want four or five
processors vying for our
milk so there is competitive
tension around what our
product is worth. You need
real scale before you can do
something here and make it
worthwhile.

The down-to-earth boss of Fonterra’s
China farms is excited about her big
role driving the expansion and man-
agement of the New Zealand dairy
giant’s farming operations in China.

‘‘There’s a huge demand for milk
and massive opportunities — it’s up
to us to decide what role we’re going
to play in it,’’ says Morris from her
Beijing office a good hour and half
drive from Fonterra’s closest farm.

Morris moved to Beijing 18months
ago to take up the role of general
manager of Fonterra China Farms.
Previously shewas chief executive of
Tasmania’s Van Diemens Land Com-
pany and Tasman Farms where she
oversaw 25 farms and 30,000 dairy
stock.

During her three and a half years
in Tasmania, Morris also took
Woolnorth station from a bottom
decile production facility to Austra-
lia’s largest dairy farm, producing 5
million kilograms of milk.

Living on the edge of the embassy
district in Beijing took some adjusting
to after living in a cottage in
Tasmania. ‘‘China is a challenge. It’s
different looking out of your window
and seeing thousands of apartments
instead of 25,000ha you control,’’
says Morris.

The opportunities are indeed
‘‘awesome’’ but Morris will not have
much time to soak up Beijing.

By 2018, Fonterra aims to produce
one billion litres of milk every year
in China from five farming hubs.

Each hubwill be based around five
farms, with 3000-3500 cows on each
farm totalling about 16,500 per
hub.(‘‘It’s a manageable number.’’)

The first hub is well under way,

with three farms; Yutian 1, Yutian 2
and Hangu built and operational.
Yutian 1 was completed in December
2011 and has completed its first
milking season. Yutian 2 was
completed in November 2012 and
Fonterra is now awaiting the green
light to turn soil on Yutian 3 and 4.

‘‘We’re just waiting for the right
conditions to get on to the land,’’ says
Morris.

‘‘They’re approved, funded and
will be operational by November or
December later this year.’’

‘‘We are doing a huge amount of
work here around the staff pipeline
with all but four of our staff here from
China . . . we ‘re committed to growing
the business here and it needs to be
run by Chinese staff.’’

To maintain quality control all
cows are sourced from New Zealand
or bred from stock on existing
Fonterra farms in China.

‘‘We will never buy cows in China
as we would be uncomfortable with
the quality of the stock,’’ Morris says.
‘‘One of our key strengths is the ability
to get a good animal and we don’t
want to dilute that.’’

A purpose-bred cow (Fontessa),
noted for its production and ability
to survive in a range of climates, has
been developed.

The cows are contracted before
they are born in New Zealand and

enter the Fonterra system after birth
so that control can be immediately
established and milk supply chains
remain secure and robust.

When the Yutian hub is running
at capacity it will be capable of pro-
ducing 150 million litres of milk per
year. At that stage, the milk will be
outsourced to Chinese milk
processors. Morris stresses Fonterra
doesn’t want to deal with just one
processor. ‘‘Ideally we want four or
five processors vying for our milk so
there is competitive tension around
what our product is worth.

‘‘You need real scale before you

can do something here and make it
worthwhile,’’

As milk capacity rises for Fonterra
in China, internal processing capabili-
ties are likely to emerge.

‘‘We are here to grow milk pools,
butwith an endpurpose,’’ saysMorris.
‘‘‘The discussion becomes what are
the best products for us to produce
and that is going to depend very
much on what the market dictates at
the time,’’ she adds.

Appealing to the most attractive
markets in New Zealand and China
is essential, but the realities of the
investment and an inability to ‘‘chop
and change’’ means ‘‘Fonterra have to
feel pretty comfortable with what
we’re going to produce’’.

‘‘A marketer’s dream would be to
have a farm in Shanghai but the
farming reality is that the cost of
building and production is too high.’’

Site selection is a lengthy process

with a large number of criteria
assessed, including the contour and
quality of the land, surrounding infra-
structure, accessibility and proximity
to other villages and farms. ‘‘Wewon’t
go anywhere near other farms be-
cause there is too much disease
spread.’’

Accessing expert local knowledge
is key, but Fonterra has also been able
to use New Zealand firms like Beca
and Mahon China. ‘‘It’s about achiev-
ing a happy medium — if we’re going
to be successful in China we’ve got
to build and maintain our own net-
works within China.

Morris indicates the Chinese Gov-
ernment’s perception of Fonterra’s
activities is important. ‘‘We’re
investing significantly in the country
as opposed to just coming here to sell
our product.’’

The biggest challenge is the pace
of growth. ‘‘Farming is farming. I’ve
always said that farming is simple,
you have an animal, you feed it and
you collect the milk. China or Tassie
— the fundamentals and philosophy
remain the same.

‘‘China iswhatyoumakeof it. From
a growth point of view, this is where
it’s all happening for the foreseeable
future, whether that is farming or any
other industry.’’

Just make sure the numbers add up
Taranaki Dairy Technologies’ HowardMoore talks about the highs and lows of doing dairy in theMiddle Kingdom

5m
cows

400m
hectares of grassland

0
per cent income tax on farming

NZ$90
per hectare— that’s the yearly lease
cost of grassland in China’s
northeastern Heilongjiang province,
bordering Russia.

70%

the percentage of total costs Moore
estimates is spent on feed by the
established industry players. It’s
often alfalfa imported from the US
and local silage.

The first thing you should know
about China is that the numbers can
be deceiving. They’re just the cream
on top . . .

Howard Moore, of Taranaki Dairy
Technologies (TDT), has been around
the block a few times in the last two
years, enough to know the stories
behind the nice-sounding numbers.
He explains the actual number of
productive milking cows is probably
more like eight to nine million, com-
parable to New Zealand’s roughly six
million.

And the trouble with the 400
million hectares of grassland is that
the grass is a native, very slow-
growing variety that makes for poor
nutritionwhen the farmersmake hay
in late summer.

And that zero per cent income tax
on farming is only for those farms that
don’t move beyond the raw product.
As soon as you start to pasteurise,
process or package, there’s tax.

But there are certain numbers,

ones that caught his eyewhen assess-
ing an investment opportunity in

2010, that he says speak a little louder:
Compare that to New Zealand,

where Moore reckons feed costs are
more like 50 per cent of total costs.
Excluding peasant farmers, virtually
all farming operations in China buy
their feed, including Fonterra’s dairy
farms, he says.

TDT found the cost difference
worked out to be about 1 RMB (20c)
per litre. That is, a litre of milk costs
around 2.6 RMB to produce in China
when you buy feed, and 1.6 RMB
when you grow your own.

Discovering this, Moore says, was
‘‘a eureka moment’’.

TDT was started in 2010 primarily
to take advantage of this opportunity.
Their model involves growing both
alfalfa and grass, and knowing the
tricks involved to make good silage
out of both. Theirheifers are imported
from Australia.

TheypartneredwithChinese inter-
national trade company Fortune Link
on a farm based at Heihe in Heilong-
jiang province. There is also a second
project based in the Jiamusi prefec-
ture.

One of their biggest challenges has
been changing entrenched mindsets,
fighting to prove that producing feed
and running farms the Kiwi way will
make for more milk and less cost.

Farming is traditionally the do-
main of small-scale peasants. The
average farmer of alfalfa in China
produces around just one hectare, he
says.

‘‘What works in China? Making
iPads in Shenzhen —modern techno-
logy in modern ways. Don’t continue
to bash away with the old peasant
model, it doesn’t work.

‘‘What is working is building large
farms with thousands of cows and
investment of large amounts of capi-
tal.

‘‘They get locked in paradigms
here. We all have our paradigms but
the Chinese are very hard to move
out of their comfort zones.’’

But the biggest challenge, the one

that makes everything else ‘‘pale into
insignificance’’ lies in keeping control.

‘‘You have to have control or a
very close partner, who you love
dearly andwho loves youdearly, and
you have control between the two of
you,’’ he says. ‘‘And that means 51 per
cent. Always you’ve got to have 51 per
cent and also be in a position to
appoint the chairman because the
chairman in China, he holds the
chops [official company stamps].’’

There is also a Chinese tendency
to want to fast-track growth. You can
see evidence of the mindset in the
infrastructure that springs up over-
night, and equally in the neighbour-
hoods that are levelled just as quickly.

And in his line ofwork, Moore says
it comes back to the fact that just
because you can do something,
doesn’t mean you should.

‘‘It runs counter to the way the
Chinese want to go, they’ve got this
idea that you just go hell for leather,
big is beautiful. But because things
don’t always turn out as they should
and they’re always a bit unpredict-
able, I reckon slow and steady does
win the race in China.’’

— Special correspondent

HowardMoore is a veteranof theNew
Zealanddairy andbiotech industries
and is currently in action inChina’s
startup scenewithTaranakiDairy
Technologies.

NicolaMorriswill show-off
Fonterra’s Yutian2 farmwhen the
businessdelegation
accompanying thePrime
Minister visits China thisweek.

China Business
Alexander Speirs
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Seeds deal could grow enormous

A delegation from China’s Shaaxi Province visited PGG Wrightson’s Kimihia Research Centre in Lincoln last year.

Harmony:
Make money together.
Don’t create trouble.

Alan Lai’s motto

by Fran O’Sullivan

Agria boss Alan Lai wants to merge
PGG Wrightson’s seeds business with
his own Chinese seeds operation to
form a new company to compete
with the ‘‘giants like Monsanto’’.

‘‘If we integrate the New Zealand
seeds business with Agria Seeds we
will have a business that can go
global,’’says Lai.

‘‘It would make PGG Wrightson’s
seeds business even stronger and
have much greater international
presence. We could leverage it on
both sides.’’

Lai shared his vision for the seeds
business at an interview in Auckland.
‘‘In three years we could be in the top
10 seeds companies in the world .
That is our vision. In 10 yearswewant
to be US$10 billion turnover.’’

Agria holds 51 per cent of the iconic
New Zealand rural services firm.

It initially bought into PGG
Wrightson when the debt-ridden
company was caught short after the
global financial crisis. Lai says the
Chinese side has not intervened at
management level since the asset
was bought. But he indicated a desire
to have a much bigger say in future
strategy.

The Agria chairman — now run-
ning the shop since former Agria CEO
Xie (XT) Tao suddenly departed last
year along with other former execu-
tives who had come from PwC’s
Chinese stable — also chairs PGG
Wrightson’s agritech committee at
board level.

Details of the prospective share-
holdings in the proposed company
are vague (‘‘sensitive’’ is the word Lai
uses). Lai reckons the proposed
breakdown goes like this: Agri has 51
per cent of the Wrightson seeds’
business but 100 per cent of China
Seeds. Post the merger (and some
prospective M&A activity in the US)
PGGWrightson would have less than
one-third of the new company.

‘‘With the combination between
PGGW and China Seeds, we are num-
ber two in the world and we are
looking in the next three years to be
number one.

‘‘I believe there is a natural synergy

between PGG Wrightson Seeds and
Agria Seeds to make a company to
compete with the giants like Mon-
santo. The integration will give PGG
Wrightson much more extensive
access to the Chinesemarket as well.’’

Lai said Agria was prepared to
adjust the 51 per cent (in the PGG
Wrightson Seeds business) to bring
morebenefit back to theNewZealand
firm. He notes the New Zealand side
is relatively quite large (it has oper-
ations in New Zealand, Australia and
LatinAmerica). ChinaSeeds is smaller
buthas sported50-60per cent annual
growth in the later three years with
profit growing at 30 per cent — a ‘‘few
million US dollars’ profit’’.

Lai is not proposing an IPO on the

HongKong exchange (this was earlier
floated by XT).

He says Agria has a ‘‘perfect plat-
form’’ on the New York Stock
Exchange. At a strategic level he sees
an opportunity for the new seeds
company to leverage the fast-growing
China and Latin American regions.

But it’s not just all about selling
grass (pasture) seeds. PGG Wrightson
Seeds is strong in forage.

And with China rapidly building
huge mega-dairy farms (Lai knows of
at least 40 with more than 10,000
cows on each farm), he believes there
is a big opportunity to grow forage
in China to cut-and-carry to the
animals.

Lai estimates this business could

generate at least US$25 million in
annual revenue by 2017 — rising to
US$200 million turnover within 10
years and realising at least US$40-$50
million annual ebit.

‘‘It is important to build a structure
where we are number one in the
chain for all the forage and grasses.
Now 95 per cent of the modern dairy
farms inChina are buying forage from
overseas.

‘‘I want to appraise them I can do
it locally in China with the pasture
farming system there, and with good
quality seeds, the pasture and forage
[will be good quality] as well. The
revenue will grow much much faster
thanwhatwe are just doingwith seed
in the next five years.

‘‘Making us number one in the
world as a forage company and mak-
ing New Zealand more proud — that
is the company I am helping to cre-
ate.’’

The proposed merger of PGG
Wrightson Seeds into a bigger Agria-
controlled company will have to be
carefully handled.

PGG Wrightson Seeds is spear-
heading a Primary Growth Partner-
ship programme with Grasslanz
Technology Limited to deliver
innovative forages for New Zealand
farms.

The full programme is valued at
$14.6 million, with PGP funding con-
tributing $7.15 million over six years.

The company says the Seed and
Nutritional Technology Develop-
ment programme aims to develop
new technologies that improve ani-
mal productivity and animal health,
while overcoming adverse environ-
mental impacts.

PGGWrightson has also formed an
agreement to develop agriculture in
China, including developing agricul-
tural showcases in the Guangdong,
Shandong and Yangling provinces.

The first agreement aims to de-
velop a high-profile agriculture show-
case to be called ‘‘The China
Guangdong-New Zealand Agricul-
tural Showcase’’, with the Crop Re-
search Institute of Guangdong, the
Academy of Agricultural Sciences
and Guangdong Golden Crops Agri-
cultural Science & Technology Co.

Chinese dairy firm eyes NZ future
by Alexander Speirs

Yashili NZ’s Yingxiang Zhao.

Yashili’s New Zealand boss has sig-
nalled the $212 million processing
plant the Chinese dairy companywill
build in Pokeno is just the first step
in developing its Kiwi footprint.

‘‘Internally we call this a stage one
project. There is absolutely a chance
for further growth and continued
investment in New Zealand,’’ says
Yingxiang Zhao who is general mana-
ger of Yashili New Zealand dairy.

That $212 million deal — which
gained Overseas Investment Com-
mission approval 10 days ago — will
be the first Chinese milk processing
plant to be set up in New Zealand.

‘‘Everybody knows New Zealand
has an image for quality, which is
especially strong in the dairy indus-
try,’’ says Zhao.

Yashili already sources milk pow-
der from New Zealand, which it uses
to market its own product with
slogans such as ‘‘Genuine New Zea-
land, Love from Yashili‘‘and ‘‘100%
imported from New Zealand’s milk
source’’. It first importedNewZealand
milk products to China more than 10
years ago.

Zhao says the premium end of
Yashili’s product line has been based
on New Zealand ingredients since
2010 and it strongly pushes the image

of our dairy industry in the Chinese
market.

‘‘Afterwehave set upplants inNew
Zealand we can say that we have our
base of operations for milk powder
in New Zealand and we feel this will
translate well to the market.’’

With strong consumer demand in
China, the Pokeno plant was deemed
necessary to supply an ever-
increasing market for their top-end
products. Says Zhao, ‘‘Yashili’smarket
growth rate is in double digits every
year.’’

Zhao has a technical background
as a food science major. A 25-year

industry veteran, he worked on
China’s first infant formula plant for
Nestle in the 1990s. Zhao joined
Yashili in 2006 andwas chargedwith
establishing a plant, then running and
managing the facility.

In 2012, Zhao moved with his wife
and young daughter to Auckland to
develop the Pokeno plant and run
operations. He plans to call New
Zealand home long-term.

Preliminarydiscussionshavebeen
held with potential partners and
suppliers. ‘‘At this stage we do not
plan to source milk directly from
farmers, we plan to use Fonterra or

other existing companies who have
all of those networks in place.’’

Yashili hopes to export 52,000
tonnes of milk powder annually to
China by 2014. Half of this will be
finished products ready to be con-
sumed and the other half will require
further processing and packaging
within China before being distributed
to local markets.

The plant will predominantly be
run by local employees — 100 new
jobs are expected. Yashili will bring
in up to five Chinese staff who will
be specialists in product formulation
and import/export regulations.

‘‘The company has three years to
build the plant before its consent
lapses, which will also impose certain
ongoing reporting responsibilities on
Yashili New Zealand,’’ chairman
Zhang Lidian said in a statement to
the Hong Kong Stock Exchange.

Yashili New Zealand is still waiting
for land use and resources consents
and is holding a tender for the dryer
component of the facility, he said.

Yashili flagged the New Zealand
investment in January after the
Chaozhou City, Guangdong-based
company’s board signed off on a
project to set up a local manufactur-
ing facility to process up to 52,000
tons of finished and semi-finished
products, including base milk pow-
der, by the second half of next year.

Yashili was set up by the Zhang
family in 1983; they still retain control.
US private equity firm Carlyle Group
bought a stake in the company in
2009 to ramp up its research and
production, and raised HK$2.7 billion
when it floated a minority share in
Hong Kong the following year.

Chairman Zhang Lidian is on the
Chinese committee of the Interna-
tional Dairy Federation, and is a
representative for Guangdong in the
National People’s Congress.

— Additional reporting: Businessdesk

China’s dairy footprint
Shanghai Bright Dairy
Owns51 per centof SynlaitMilk and
markets theCanterburyPurebrand
of infant formula inChinaand
elsewhere inAsia.

Shanghai Pengxin
Paid$210million for the 16Crafar
farmsandhasbeen in talkswith
Mirakaonanoff-takeagreement to
produceUHT for theChinese
market.

Yashili
Will build a $212millionmilk
processingplant at Pokeno. This
will be the first fully-fledged
standaloneChinesedairy
investment inNZ.

Yili
China’s largest dairy companywill
spend$214millionbuildingan
infant formulaplant in South
Canterbury in adeal thatwill see
it takeoverOceaniaDairyGroup.
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Jiujiang

■ Second-largest prefecture-level
city in Jiangxi province
■ Where Fletcher’s Formica Group is
building its new plant

Formica Group

■ Original inventor of laminate
■ Products used in commercial,
retail, fast food chain stores, hospital,
transportation and education projects
■ Held in Fletcher Building’s
laminates and panels division

Formica plant taps trend for modern style

From left: Fred
Wang, president
of Formica Asia,
Fletcher
Building’s Paul
Zuckerman, and
C.S. Heng,
Jiujiang project
manager, at the
new plant last
month.

Formica plant taps trend for modern style

An Australian-headquartered chief
executive, whose family hails from
New Jersey, is heading a project to
develop a Chinese manufacturing
plant for a Penrose-headquartered
company — and talking about what
constitutes laid-back Kiwi style when
it comes to opening a big new factory.
Welcome to the global marketplace.

Meet Paul Zuckerman, Fletcher
Building’s 49-year-old Melbourne-
based laminates and panels chief
executive, who has been travelling to
Chinaonabi-monthly basis following
the September 2011 announcement
of the the Kiwi firm’s $200 million
Asia push.

The centrepiece of that is a $75
million plant which will have 5ha of
indoor floor. Construction is about 50
per cent complete and the plant will
begin to turn out initial Formica
products around September, with a
formal opening ceremony due
around November.

About 250 to 300 people will then
beworkingat the Jiujiangplant, aone-
and-a-half hour flight inland and
southwest of Shanghai.

It will provide manufacturers with
materials for kitchens, benchtops,
cupboards, tables, doors, walls, desks,
furniture and cabinetry in a market
Zuckerman says is becoming
increasingly sophisticated.

‘‘We’re leading edge and seen as a
Western high-quality and innovative
product with stylish design giving
people what they’re looking for with
very modern-style Western kitchens
in their houses ormodern-styleWest-
ern cafes, often called Euro kitchens
or Euro cafes. That kind of style is
what people want. You go to a
Starbucks in China, it’s packed with
people reading, working on their
computers and those places aremore
and more frequented.

‘‘You can see thatwhere thereused
to be old counter-tops in wood, now
they’re putting in cabinetry and
benchtops and tabletops that arevery
sleek and modern-looking. It’s a con-
tinuation of the growth of themiddle-

class, which is more affluent, and of
more urbanisation,’’ Zuckerman says.

Zuckerman, appointed to his role
late last year, says the Chinese like
the look of either real stone or high-
end laminated stone-look products
for residential benchtops and com-
mercial countertops.

Wood-grain look cabinetry is
popular, as are are high-gloss pro-
ducts in extremely bright, accent col-
ours, particularly when people want
to liven up small spaces, often in

roomswithonlyonewall ofwindows.
Despite slowing growth in the

major centres of Beijing, Shanghai
and Guangzhou, smaller second and
third-tier cities are still investing in
buildings at previously unseen
growth rates, he says.

Formica Group picked the south-
ern part of China for its plant partly
because of the local government.

Executives had a list of more than
12 sites, so to narrow options they
allocated points to benefits such as
geographic suitability, access to trans-
port and cost.

‘‘We weighted these factors and
came up with an overall score which
gave two to three sites. And then we
went around and talked to the local
governments,’’ he says. Officials in
Jiujiang turned out to be by far the
best.

‘‘They’re very supportive. They
make the land available and they’re
building the roads, gas and electricity
services for the development.
They’re very inviting to us, looking
for ways tomake sure our— and their
— project is a success because they

want to attract more investment.’’
Zuckerman counts Formica Group

as fortunate to have had a skilled
team of seven local Chinese profes-
sionals at the time that area was
picked.

For the past six years, Fletcher,
which has been in China for more
than 20 years, has owned a smaller
manufacturing plant at Qing Pu on
the outskirts of Shanghai.

‘‘It’s been easier at Jiujiang because
we already had a facility, so we’ve
built up a good management, tech-
nical, and manufacturing team and
they’re on the ground. They’re all
local people.’’

Although Formica Group does not
own its land, it has a 50-year lease
and pays rent. It will own the build-
ings, plant and equipment and pay
lucrative taxes in the area, which
Formica China marketing director
Birdie Chao said would be $3 million
to $6 million annually.

Zuckerman says building is about
half complete. ‘‘Most of the ground
work and digging of pits and pouring
of concrete is complete. The first

phase is a 25,000sq m main building.
All up, the two main manufacturing
buildings will be just under 50,000sq
m under-roof.

Jiujiang is a small town by Chinese
standards, of 1.5 million people, yet
the area is growing fast.

‘‘It’s still pretty new in develop-
ment. The city government building
is a large-scale office block and the
amount of construction going on: the
sports stadiums and exposition
centres, in a town that no one’s even
heard of,’’ Zuckerman says.

‘‘The airport in the next town over,
Nanchang, is absolutely huge. It looks
bigger than Melbourne’s airport.

‘‘They’rebuilding for the futureand
this local government has spent a lot
of money up front, projecting some-
thing like 20 years [ahead for] what
they’re going to need and building
that now.’’

Zuckerman lists one of the biggest
challenges as matching capacity and
output of the new plant to sales.

‘‘We have to build demand at the
same time,’’ he says of theplantwhich
will have a large format press, pro-
ducing highly desirable 6ft x 14ft
sheets.

‘‘They’re short of that around the
world and one of the key require-
ments in Europe are these large
format productswhich are cut or split
into sheets to make two 6ft x 7ft
panels forwalls or four 3ft x 7ft panels
for interior doors.’’

Formica Group uses high-quality
artisan decorative craft paper,
usually from countries like Germany
or Japan, which is treated then
encased in resin so the decorative
finish is seen from one side, or some-
times both sides.

The new plant is designed to ex-
ceed emission requirements and an
anti-pollution thermal oxidising unit
will burn waste gases, converting
them into clean air. No smoke or
odours will be emitted.

Chao says the new plant will sig-
nificantly boost capacity.

‘‘Production out of our new facility
in Jiujiang (phaseoneonly)weexpect
to average 4 million sheets per year
or roughly 16 million sq m per year.’’

Paul Zuckerman invites people to join
himonTwitter,@paulzuckerman1,
whereheposts regularupdates.

Are wemakingmost of our FTA?
The speed of change in China’s consumer economy has important implications for NZ businesses

Unburdened by family
responsibilities, singles
want instant consumption
and are willing to pay.

AsChinamoves fromamanu-
facturing-basedeconomytobeing
drivenbyconsumer spending,weask
what thismeans forNewZealand
businesses seeking tomake themost
of our free tradeagreement (FTA).

Critical trends to take intoaccount
include theemergenceof singles and
theelderly aspowerful consumer
groups.Unburdenedby family
responsibilities, singleswant instant
consumptionandarewilling topay
theprice.And,unlikeprevious
generations, the elderlyarealso
willing toget out andspend, rather
thansave.

Tailoringpackages specifically for
thesemarkets is a goodplace forNew
Zealandbusinesses to start—
promotingproducts likeholiday
packages for singles and theelderly,
kitchengadgets (suchas rice cookers)
for individuals, and functional
products for theelderly.

Thebetter-serviced tier 1 cities
suchasBeijing andShanghai are
tougher tocrack thanemergingcities.
By2025Chinawill have221 citieswith
more thanamillionpeople. The

secondand third tier cities are
growingmuch faster than the first
tiers and,most importantly, their
markets arenot saturated.The food
andbeverage industry is ahighpoint
forNewZealandexporters,witha
growingdemand fororganic
products. This requires strict
compliancewith regulationsand
being seriousaboutquality.

Spendingon luxurygoods is
increasing,with the focusonhealth,
beautyand travel. NewZealandwas
recentlynamedChina’s top luxury
destination for 2013. Thosewith

childrenarenot only spendingon
educationbut alsoon trendyand
expensiveclothesandgadgets.

NewZealanders arenotoblivious
toChineseeducation spending
trends.Universities, inparticular,
haveembraced theChinese
educationmarketwithopenarmsbut
thereareopportunities formore
technical areasof education suchas
post-productionandanimation. Let’s
not forgetChina is looking topass
Hollywood in its filmproductions in
the short term.

‘‘Emotional consumption’’ is

another important trend. Fromhere
it is near-impossible forus to tap into
theChinesemarketpsyche.Consul-
tationwith local representatives is
important toprovide insights thatwill
help target servicesorproducts.

Asaby-product of this fast-paced
development, theChinesearegoing
micro. Short books andmoviesare
increasinglypopular. Consumersare
looking forquickandeasy shopping
online. The so-called ‘‘go-between’’
economy inChinausespurchasing
agents to sourcewhat consumers
want.

Themobilephone is themost
commonaccess terminal for the
internet inChina. Thishas important
implications forbusinessesas
websitesneed to support amobile
browsing format, alongwith
paymentsbymobile phone. Some70
per centofmobilephoneusershave
smartphonesand this isdriving the
increase inonlineactivity.

The ‘‘gomicro’’ crazeencapsulates
consumers’ short attention spans:
quickandeasyonlinepurchases,
shortmovies andbooks,microads

andmicro rebates.
Social consciousness is also

increasing.Acompany’sparticipation
inacharity enhances its reputation
andconsumersareoften invited to
donatepart of their spending.Using
celebrities topromotegoodsand
causes is a strongbuilderof brand
andproduct credibility.Added to this
is ourability for continuous supply.

The traditional focus forNew
Zealandbusinessesdealingwith
China— suchas structureand tax,
CustomsandVAT implications—are
still critical;wearemore than ready
willingandable toassistwith this.
Youcanneverbecomplacent about
Chinaas the speedof change ismuch
faster thanwhatweareused to.On
topof this thevalue-add is knowing
yournicheand targeting the right
marketswithinChina foryour
particularproductor service. Thekey
takeaway is touseon-the-ground
intelligenceandworkwithexperts.

JoannaDoolan is the chair of theErnst
&YoungNZChina group. Florence
Wong is the leader of this group.

China Business
Joanna Doolan
and Florence Wong

China Business
Anne Gibson



We’re as serious about China as you are

Branches in: Chengdu, Guangzhou, Shanghai, Ningbo,
Shenzhen, Xiamen, Qingdao, Tianjin and Hong Kong.

If you’re serious about cracking the Chinese market, you’ll need a global
logistics partner with real capability on the ground.

15 years ago Mainfreight recognised the potential of China and has built
a solid network across nine major cities. Today we connect hundreds of
businesses from around the world with the markets of China.

Because we know the local people, the pitfalls and the opportunities,
we help simplify doing business with China. So whether you’re trading
in wine or whiteware, talk to Mainfreight.

Because we’re as serious about China as you are.

To find out more about our global supply chain logistics operations,
call 09 256 9795 or email chinatrade@mainfreight.com

www.mainfreight.com
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Not over a barrel — yet

Charlotte
Read says a
definite
demand for
New Zealand
wine is
emerging.

NZwinemakers plan to capitalise on the growing Chinese taste forWestern sophistication, writesAlexander Speirs

15%
amount Chinese wine consumption
expected to rise by in next five years

$2m
NZwine exports to China 10 years
ago

$25m
NZwine exports to China in 2012

$150m+
NZwine industry export target by
2020

Villa Maria’s Charlotte Read is pas-
sionate about the potential for New
Zealand sauvignon blanc to make a
significant impact in the Chinese
premier wine market.

‘‘We are known as producing the
benchmark standard of sauvignon
blanc wine and we need to capitalise
on that premium position in market,’’
says Read.

New Zealand primarily exports
sauvignon blanc to China which
means a special effort is necessary to
cut-through a market dominated by
red wine.

Read —who is Villa Maria’s market
manager for Asia and theMiddle East
— says a definite demand for New
Zealandwine is emerging right across
the industry. ‘‘Hawkes Bay wine
growers say China is their biggest
global export market for red wines
and they’re having great success.’’

VillaMaria’s own sales in China are
dominated by white wines, with
sauvignon blanc responsible for 70
per cent of total sales.

Read joined Villa Maria Estate
seven years ago, as the UK and
European market manager covering
26 markets — from Ireland to Dubai
— from London. In mid-2010, she
moved into the Asia and Middle East
market role to lead the company’s
growth strategies in these ‘‘exciting
emerging markets’’.

‘‘I have been based in Shanghai
since March 2012 to spearhead Villa

Maria’s plans for rapid growth in
China and the rest of Asia,’’ she says.
‘‘I’m currently relishing the opportun-
ity to work in the dynamic rapidly
growing Asian wine market assisting
to build the New Zealand Wine and
Villa Maria brands.’’

Read has hired Nichole Mao as a
brand ambassador to help educate
Chinese consumers. Mao’s role spans
language and culture and includes
translating Villa Maria’s website into
Chinese and establishing a social me-
dia presence to create a sustained

Chinese appetite for New Zealand
wine.

‘‘We need to promote wine as part
of a culture of sophistication and
encourage adoption among the
emergingmiddle class,’’ saysMao. She
says this is in line with an increasing
interest in Western tastes and life-
styles among the emerging wealthier
middle class.

Read was brought up on a
vineyard in Hawkes Bay. Her father
was one the first major grape growers
in Hawkes Bay in the 1970s.

As part of its marketing strategy
Villa Maria co-promotes with other
New Zealand businesses, most re-
cently working alongside Pure New
Zealand Greenshell Mussels. ‘‘We
strive to make New Zealand food and
beverage more relevant here in
China.’’ says Read. The two com-
panies use NZTE’s New Zealand Cen-
tral complex in downtown Shanghai
for food and wine promotions.

NZTE indicates there is significant
room for growth in the Chinese wine
market. Annual global consumption

for wine averages 7 litres per person;
in China it is 0.38 litres per person.

About 50 New Zealand wineries
are competing to fill the growing
demand in a market dominated by
French, Italian and Australian pro-
ducts

The Chinese associate red wine
with health benefits. NZTE estimates
it accounts for asmuch as 70 per cent
of all wine consumption in the
country. An NZTE study says the
largest market for imported wine
consumption is ‘‘on-premise’’, at top-
end hotels, restaurants, bars and
nightclubs.

Four-star and five-star hotels,
Western restaurants and upscale lo-
cal chain restaurants targetingmiddle
and upper income groups generally
carry a selection of imported wines,
alongside local offerings. New Zea-
land wines are generally positioned
in restaurant wine lists at between
US$40-US$90 a bottle in Shanghai
and Beijing.

Leading local brands are Great
Wall, Dragon Seal, Changyu, Dynasty
and Imperial Court which retail at an
average price of US$3-US$5. This
supports New Zealand winery efforts
to target high end ‘‘premium’’
consumers in topend restaurants and
five-star hotels.

Apart from the limited number of
boutique retail shops, there are very
few New Zealand wines in retail
outlets.

Business
China ■ China . . . NZ firms at Chengdu wine fair ■ China . . . China Foods buys o/s wineries
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Front-foot approach best on public safety issues
It was called variously an ‘issue’, ‘affair’, ‘scandal’, ‘debacle’ and a ‘beat-up’. It’s been twomonths since the DCD-in-
New-Zealand-milk story broke; now the smoke has cleared and the sweat has dried, what havewe learned?

There is still a long way to
go before the Chinese
public confidence in
domestic products can be
restored, which may spell
both opportunity and risks
for New Zealand interests in
China.
Bai Ping

Well, in the wake of this newest Swiss
milk crisis, perhaps the biggest lesson
is that you’re only in trouble for as
long as it takes some other unfortu-
nate company to get in more trouble
than you. If it’s not another company
facing a food crisis, it’s an environ-
mental one like Beijing’s off-the-
charts air pollution or 12,000 dead
pigs bobbing down Shanghai’s
Huangpu River.

But industry and PR experts say
China moves quickly, consumers
moveon, andbrandequity for foreign
companies tends to bounce back
easier.

The editor-at-large of government
mouthpiece China Daily, Bai Ping,
wrote an impassioned column on
February 2, which seemed to sum up
a lot of the sentiment being expressed
by consumers on China’s social me-
dia.

‘‘Like many sensitive parents, I’d
not be easily placated by assurances
that ‘very low levels’ of dicyan-
diamide, or DCD, in food don’t pose
a risk after going through the shock-
waves of the 2008 tainted milk scan-
dal that killed six infants and leftmore
than 300,000 children with various
ailments in the mainland.’’

But Bai now says consumers have
been distracted by the threat of tough
new rules limiting how much im-
ported milk powder they can take
from Hong Kong back to the main-
land.

‘‘I think the pressure on New Zea-
land milk is easing somewhat in
China after Hong Kong imposed a

two-can rule that has diverted public
attention,’’ he says. ‘‘There is still a
long way to go before the Chinese
public confidence in domestic pro-
ducts can be restored, which may
spell both opportunity and risks for
New Zealand interests in China.’’

The risks being more of the same
— scares and scandals.

Shanghai-based Kiwi dairy entre-
preneur Howard Moore says DCD
was a blip and nothing more, though
its handling by officials left some
things to be desired.

‘‘They’ve forgotten about it
already. It’s gone,’’ he says.

‘‘It was a concern at that time but
put it in the context of the melamine
disaster, which was huge and which
people are still talking about today.
It [DCD] was a serious blip at the time,
but believe me, it’s gone.’’

New Zealander Nick Wheeler is a
China veteran of 23 years and the
general manager of International PR
firm Ketchum’s Beijing office.

Wheeler says key lessons from the
DCD affair include the expectations
that local consumers have for foreign
products.

‘‘This really does demonstrate that
foreign products are held under even
higher scrutiny than local products.

There is a perception in China that
international brands tend tobehigher
quality, safer, and that they adhere
to higher food and safety standards,’’
he says. ‘‘Anything that impacts on
the quality of the product that they’re
giving to their one and only single
child, generally speaking, is of course
going to cause massive public con-
cern.

‘‘I think maybe one key takeaway
for the New Zealand dairy industry
is that the bar has just been set even
higher for them because this whole
DCD issue, which they probably
didn’t even think was a food safety
issue. And perception is reality, right,

so now they have to deal with it as
a food safety issue even if they say
it’s not.’’

The Chinese are so sensitive to
food scares both because they hap-
pen sooften andbecause the reaction
from companies in the wrong is often
to flatly deny.

And when the Chinese public are
used to being lied to by companies
frantically trying to cover their backs
it’s nowonder they are so unforgiving
at even the slightest whiff of a cover-
up.

Let’s clarify that: even the slightest
whiff. That’s all you need.

Executive director of the Public
Affairs Asia network Craig Hoy
advises perception and reality in
these cases are one and the same,
‘‘which is why it is so important that
companies get out in front of the
story, even when they have bad
news’’.

‘‘When these issues flare up it is
often because the company con-
cerned has chosen to ignore the early
warning signs.

‘‘‘No comment’ is no longer an
acceptable response. In China it is
essential that companies try as far as
possible to be seen to be in control.

‘‘Any sign of a cover-up, or any hint
of mixed messaging, and traditional
andnewmediawill be on to the story.
In China, where bad news on issues
such as food safety or public health
has often been slow to break, the
public is increasingly suspicious.’’

— Special correspondent

Capitalising on progress

NZ enjoys a rare relationship with China, says David Mahon.

New Zealand is slowly developing amore integrated commercial relationship with
China and achieving the faint outline of a national brand, writesDavid Mahon

We need to look
around the world,
find the best of
breed and
remodel aspects
of our economy
and government

on those. The Chinese
Government knows that it
needs a plan and is looking
for models. Why not us?

New Zealand trade official

President Xi
Jinping considers
that his meeting
with the New
Zealand Prime
Minister in April
will be China’s

first with a developed
nation of significance since
he attained the presidency.
New Zealand has stood
alone on so many issues,
particularly in regard to
China. The messages that
come out of the meetings in
Beijing will be very
important. New Zealand is
small, but in a new era of
difficult regional strategic
relations, we respect its
principled independence.

Chinese Government official

Despite problems with its Chinese
importers, Zespri has established a
strong position in China’s competitive
produce sector, enjoying some of the
highestmargins for its kiwifruit in any
market. Over thenext 18months,with
supply of gold kiwifruit falling due to
PSA, scarcity will deepen the im-
pression that Zespri fruit is a rare
product worthy of its high price.

Fonterra continues to build farms
in China,making it the leading foreign
company in the dairy sector. Manuka
honey is not easy for consumers to
procure in China, but its scarcity is
helping sustain product desirability
and high prices. With a unified cam-
paign, New Zealand honey producers
could consolidate an unassailable
position in this sector.

New Zealand has gradually
improved its position in China over
the past five years. The next phase
of our regional economic develop-
ment is to reform the way we trade
with China, reviewing the product
mix, andwherewe choose to position
ourselves in key supply and distri-
bution chains. The trade is still largely
raw material and commodity-based,
providing Chinese importers and dis-
tributors with significant value that
should remain in New Zealand, or at
least on the balance sheets of New
Zealand-owned companies.

Opportunities need to be recog-
nised and acted on with more speed
and innovation.

Despite the virtual collapse of the
domestic Chinese infant formula in-
dustry in 2008, the New Zealand
dairy industry has yet to develop its

own infant formula brands for China.
Chinese demand is so high its com-
panies are now buying or planning
to build dairy processing plants here.
Our economy is paying the price for
the commercial passivity of many of
its key sectors. New Zealand com-
panies in China need to establish a
stronger presence and be careful not
to repeat the ad-hoc approaches and
hubris of the past.

Given the undeniable success of
companies such as Fonterra and
Zespri, it is perhaps time for other key
sectors such as forestry, honey, meat,
wine and, of equal importance, tech-
nology, film and specialisedmanufac-
turing, to consider co-operative
structures. It may be ideological ana-
thema to some in New Zealand busi-
ness and politics, but we need to use

any method that works to sustain an
evolving commercial relationship
with China. Other sectors can repli-
cate the common wealth created
through the unity of its kiwifruit and
dairy. This cannot be achieved by
government fiat but rather made at-
tractive through considered regula-
tion. The principles of free markets
and individual choice and responsi-
bility are some of the greatest
strengths of our commercial culture.
Co-operatives are, at their best, col-
laborations of mavericks.

New Zealand needs a clear,
collectively-held economic and
social vision for its future in Asia and
particularly China. To date, the
deeper and more complex our com-
mercial tieswithChinahavebeen, the
more fragmented its institutional

interface has become. The China
Council, created by the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs and Trade, has pro-
vided a forum with the potential to
bring some consistency, integration
and insight to the relationship. But it
will need time to earn the respect of
New Zealand companies and the
Chinese Government, and to become
an objective and challenging re-
source for its own government.

The fact than many New Zealand
companies have failed or made
crucial mistakes in their attempts to
establish positions in China provides
a wealth of useful case studies —
much more may be learned from
those who had the courage to try and
faltered than examples of easy suc-
cesses.

Although New Zealand needs to
maintain a sense of scale in its inter-
national endeavours, it does enjoy a
rare relationship with China. It is still
the only developed country to have
signed a free trade agreement and is
perceived by the Chinese Govern-
ment as uniquely independent in a
worldwheremost small countries are
politically subservient to larger
neighbours and trading partners.

If we can resist being drawn into
coalitions intended to contain China
and, at the same time, avoid syco-
phancy toward such a crucial trading
partner, this political relationship
may be harnessed as the key agent
in our own economic transformation.

David Mahon is managing director and
chief investment officer of Mahon
China.
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Big chance for small-medium business

Michael Barnett was co-chair of last year’s China business summit.

Opportunities exist for
SMEs but theywon’t
last forever says
Michael Barnett Each city alone could be a

target market whose size
and purchasing power is
greater than medium-sized
countries such as Australia,
and of sufficient size to be
the focus of an export
strategy.

For New Zealand’s businesses, the con-
trast between our local market and
China could not be greater. For small-
medium enterprises (SMEs), China’s
challenges might seem insurmount-
able.

Geographically, China is 36 times
bigger than New Zealand, has a popu-
lation over 300 times the size of ours
and has a growth rate that sees the
value of its economy double every
seven years. Yet when you look closer
at the opportunities and challenges
presented by China, New Zealand busi-
nesses are in a more advantageous
position than many from elsewhere.

We have a trade agreement. Our
traditional commodity exporters have
successfully established trade
beachheads in many parts of China
that have lifted China into the top three
group of our export markets, but they
say the market is still immature with
considerable opportunity for growth.
For New Zealand’s SMEs that has to be
good news and a reason to look closely
at what China has to offer for doing
business.

Though therewill alwaysbecultural
differences between our countries, a
newgenerationof consumers is emerg-
ing in China — they are young, well

educated and familiar with non-
Chinese cultures. This ‘‘Y generation’’
of 240 million, born between 1980 and
1990, are now the highest-earning age
group in China and are looking for a
new way of life. They typically live in
the major cities in eastern China, in
particular in Beijing, Shanghai,
Shenzhen and Guangzhou — cities just
a plane ride from Auckland.

Each city alone could be a target
market whose size and purchasing
power is greater than medium-sized
countries such as Australia, and of
sufficient size to be the focus of an
export strategy.

Starting to do business in China
requires getting back to business basics
— doing research, building up know-

ledge, making full use of networks and
relationships on the ground, selecting
a targetmarket and followinga focused
business plan.

Suggestions for SME Exporters
● Get to know China and where you
want to focus. China is not an even
market. For example, the social, cul-
tural, and linguistic differences
between, say, Guangzhou and Beijing
are significant. It is more appropriate
to look at China as a number of unique
markets under a larger umbrella. Re-
gional diversity, coupled with a good
degree of autonomy between the pro-
vinces necessitates selecting and
knowing your target markets.
● Irrespective of how big or small

your business is or what technology,
knowledge or investment you bring to
China, if you don’t invest in under-
standing the Chinese culture, at some
point you may have to return to ‘‘first
steps’’ and start again.
● Make full use of networks and re-
lationships: You are not alone.
Hundreds of small companies from all
sectors from many countries have
launched operations in different cities
in China. Some start the journey by
way of their local Chamber of Com-
merce, who link them to chamber
offices in Beijing, Shanghai, Shenzhen
and most other China cities. Using a
major sector trade fair is also a good
way to see what other countries are
intending to introduce to the China

market and can quickly inform new
exporters if their pricing andmarketing
will hit the right target.
● Aim to do it right the first time: Big
exporters and multinationals have a
wealth of resources available to them,
including the ability towithstand failed
experiments. SMEs do not.
● Focus research on identifying pro-
ducts or services urgently needed and
wanted in China. Hong Kong
supermarkets are widely regarded as
a trend-setter for the mainland Chin-
ese; consumers look to Hong Kong for
trends, not just in what they are eating
and drinking but what they do.

Speakers at an ‘‘Investing in China’’
seminar organised by the Auckland
Chamber last year, suggested inno-
vative small and medium-sized enter-
prises should consider looking beyond
even the top-tier cities. Consumer
spending is rising in many provincial
cities, where the population is in the
millions rather than the tens of
millions. Examples given at the
seminar included a fast-food chain that
had grown its market share in provin-
cial cities, and despite lacking a pres-
ence in the larger cities, had built a
successful business with an annual
turnover of more than 3 billion yuan
(about $570 million).

For fast-footed, innovative SMEKiwi
entrepreneurs there are opportunities
to be exploited, but they won’t last
indefinitely.

Michael Barnett is chief executive of the
AucklandChamber ofCommerce. For
more informationemail
mbarnett@chamber.co.nz .

Auckland +64 9 353 9700 Hong Kong +852 2841 6888

The only top tier New Zealand law firm
on the ground in China

Wellington +64 4 498 5000Shanghai +86 21 2223 1000Beijing +86 10 6535 3400

Doing business with China?
See you there
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How are we going to take the growing economic relationship between New Zealand and China andmake it great? This is one
of the critical questions New Zealand faces and it is not limited to the New Zealand China Council and the trade

delegation currently visiting China — it is a question all New Zealand businesses, the Government and one every New
Zealander should ask themselves. It’s also a question for Chinese investors to consider, as these two perspectives illustrate

How to make a good relationship great

We do not have sufficient
businesses with the scale to
take on the China
challenge, but we cannot
ignore the gravitational
shift of the global economy
towards China.

What the global financial crisis (GFC)
has shown us is that, if a country
wants to enjoy the schools, hospitals,
education, welfare programmes and
lifestyle to which first world
countries aspire then the country
needs to pay their way and earn
these privileges.

We pay our way through success-
ful trade and investment.

At some point, in the near future,
China will become the largest econ-
omy in the world, driven by its
significantly higher growth rate.

Over many decades, New Zealand
has built a political relationship with
China which is the envy of many of
our trading partners.

Physically we are closer to China
than Europe and the US. There are
many other factors in our favour.
While trade between the countries
has blossomed by comparison, in-
vestment has struggled, both
inbound into New Zealand and out-
bound to China.

Trade is critical. The fact we have
survived theGFC far better thanmost
countries is in large part due to the
strengthof theChinese economyand
New Zealand’s strong position in that
market.

Yet, trade is temporary but invest-
ment is permanent. To perpetuate
the economic relationship and ties
with China, as a country, we need to
grow investment to reflect the
strength of the trading relationship.

For years, there has been focus on
‘‘inbound’’ or ‘‘outbound’’ investment.
We can now christen a new category
of ‘‘rebound’’.

The best example is the invest-
ment by Haier into Fisher & Paykel
Appliances. A New Zealand-based
business now has full access to
Haier’s sales and distribution net-
work, not just in China, but globally.
Combiningmarket accesswithvastly
improved access to capital has
unshackled F&P.

Though it may be preferable for
New Zealanders to have retained an
equity stake, we can still benefit
enormously as F&P brings high value
design and research jobs and experi-

ence of operating in China and other
global markets to New Zealand.

Fonterra aside, New Zealand does
not have companies with the scale
and reach of Haier. The size of the
NewZealandeconomymakes it chal-
lenging to grow companies with glo-
bal scale.

Our firm recently hosted a forum
for senior Chinese business people;
one of the key themes discussedwas
how New Zealand can be relevant to
China? I believe we can be relevant,
but it is up to us tomake this happen.
China’s economic power and grow-
ing financial wealth are obvious and
around the globe companies and
their respective governments are
looking to strengthen their trade and
investment links to China.

If we do not make and keep New
Zealand relevant, then the strength
of ourcurrentpositionwill be eroded.

So howdoes NewZealand do this?
Firstly, we must be welcoming of
trade and investmentwith China and
appreciate how important our
actions now are for our economic
wellbeing of future generations.

If we are not prepared to be genu-
inelywelcoming thenwe should stop
there, but in doing so we need to

understand as a country the conse-
quences that flow from that decision.
Not just immediate short-term con-
sequences, but the long-term impact
on our economy.

Secondly, we need to be more
proactive and co-ordinate; be pre-
pared to select those with potential
to succeed and back them. This
requires greater collaboration
between government and busi-
nesses.

We do not have sufficient busi-
nesses with the scale to take on the
China challenge, but we cannot ig-

nore the gravitational shift of the
global economy towards China. To
overcome the structural weakness
from lack of scale, we need to ex-
amine how New Zealand can be
made relevant to China.

What, beyond milk powder, logs
and commodities do we have that
can benefit China, and what does
China need that we can supply?

Energy? Design? Brands?
What smart technologies sit

within our companies, universities
and CRIs could be supercharged
through access to Chinese capital
and the Chinese market.

Once opportunities are identified,
the challenge then is doing intelligent
deals, including joint ventures and
partnering with Chinese organisa-
tions, deals that align our long-term
interests.

The Partnership Forum is an op-
portunity for us to clearly signal to
China not only do we value the
historical partnership but we have
ambition for the future, and how we
want that ambition to be fulfilled.

ColumRice is aPwCNewZealand
Partner andChinaSectorLeader.

China goes flying into the future

It’s like China
has taken a jet
flight and left
the rest of the
world behind,
says Liu Feng.

The past few years have seen quite
a few Chinese investment setbacks in
New Zealand — the Crafar farms deal
is a case in point. Some may jump to
conclusions, arguing Chinese in-
vestors have had more than their fair
share of the controversies. But it’s not
that simple.

Public opinions
Just as Chinese traditionalwisdomhas
said for hundreds, or perhaps thou-
sands, of years, word of mouth can do
harm.Rightnowwordofmouthworld-
wide is not particularly favourable to
Chinese investors. It has cost them a
fair chance to compete in overseas
markets. Last year, China’s telecom-
munication giant Huawei was blocked
from bidding for multi-hundred
million dollar communication infra-
structure contracts in Australia on the
grounds of national security concerns
that sound plausible to me as appear-
ing only in James Bond movies.

The West, particularly the United
States, has been trumpeting the China
threat for decades. As early as the mid
1990s, Cosco (China Ocean Shipping
Company) was denied a terminal de-
velopment project in a US West Coast
port. Guess what happened then? Lo-
cal newspapers spread fears that
Cosco would install surveillance
equipment on the gantry cranes, and
would use them as missile launchers.
Very imaginative, isn’t it? Who could
have conjured up such a conspiracy
theory except those who have indeed
conspired?

Obviously, against such an interna-
tional backdrop, the NewZealand pub-

lic and media can’t possibly be im-
mune. But to be fair, the trauma Shang-
hai Pengxin had to go through over
the Crafar farms deal is the exception
rather than the norm. New Zealand
remains one of the more friendly
territories for investors from China.
We owe this to many politicians, past
and present, government organisa-
tions andNGOs for their vision to think
independently, and act in the best
interests of New Zealand to engage
with China more extensively and in-
tensively.

The jet lag
It’s wrong to blame the public for
buying the China threat fantasy. The
sudden rise of China does pose an
element of intimidation and it’s a big
challenge to manage it. They say the
same thing happened to Japanese
investors here a couple of decades
ago. But China is so much bigger, and
it develops really fast, perhaps too fast.
It’s like China has taken a jet flight and
left the rest of the world behind.

Just like jet lag, when you arrive in
a place after a 10-hour flight, it’s not
your whole being that has arrived, but
only your body. Your mind or your
spirit is yet to catch up. Right now the

world has this jet lag to deal with, too,
and it needs to get used to a more
developed China on its map. Before it
has experienced what it’s like to have
a vastly different and powerful China
around, it’s just human instinct to
remain cautious. Chinese investors
need to understand this very well.

It’s also up to China to show the rest
of world what it would be like when
we are developed andmore powerful.
Wemay cite the ZhengHe’s seven epic
voyages in the early 15th century,
during the early years of the Ming
Dynasty when China was said to ac-
count for one third of the world’s GDP.
And loud may we sing the tune of a
peaceful rise and harmonious world.
But I don’t think that’s of any use. It’s
what we do that counts.
Unfortunately, China is made up
largely of peasants and their second
or third generation offspring — we do
not carry ourselves in the manner of
the Victorian English upper class, not
that we should. In fact, 150 years of
wars and revolutions have thrown off
many of the legacies of our history, let
alone conserving the protocols of
manner and conduct. And it does not
help either if some of us understand
copyright as the right to copy, which

is correct, grammatically. So blame the
English language. But note how many
instances it takes for people to start
stereotyping. It can be as few as one.
That is jet lag part II. Our own spirit
also has a catch-up to do. The faster
this happens, the sooner the rest of
world will be relieved of its concerns
about China as a superpower.

It never rains but it downpours
That’s also how I would describe Chin-
ese overseas investments in recent
years. We seem to move all at once
for more or less the same (few) targets.
Chinese investment was rarely heard
of just 10-15 years ago. All of a sudden
it’s the talk of the town. A few years
back, I was approached by numerous
log buyers contemplating investment
all the way upstream in forestry. But
that did not last long, overnight it all
went dead silent. Now it’s the turn of
the dairy farms.

We all know patience is gold. This
is no less true for investment. But how
can you afford to be patient when you
move with the crowd? To avoid being
with the swarm, you must have good
vision and lots of surplus cash. The
first is a rare virtue, and the second
a luxury few businesses can afford.

In an ordinary business, money
always goes after the opportunities of
highest return, and resources such as
forests and farmlands are long-term
strategic assets that are not usually
associated with high yields. It’s not
quite right for businesses to invest in
such resources’ assets. They arewhere
funds should come in. Chinese in-
vestors certainly have some surplus
cash. I just hope they have the vision
to match their deep pockets.

The beach head
Overseas investment is like landing in
a foreign territory. Before sending the
landing craft out to the unknown, you
need to carefully plot where you
would like your beach head to be. Not
all our investors have done that right.
Some have not been well counselled,
as they go the cheap way by engaging
a broker who earns his living by
commissions. The investorhashimself
to blame if he places his beach head
at the wrong location.

Spend money before you decide,
not after
I know it’s a strange comment, but I
mean themoney spent onconsultants,
lawyers and accounting firms.

It seems to me our Chinese in-
vestors don’t always get the order
right. Some have made up their minds
before they engage consultants,
lawyers and accountants. They
always seem to comedeterminedwith
a clear purpose. But when you have
made up yourmind, you are less open
to different ideas. Money for
consulting will then be less likely to
be money well spent.

LiuFeng ismanagingdirector of Cosco
(NewZealand) andchairmanof the
ChineseChamberofCommerce inNew
Zealand since2008. This is anabridged
versionof a speechhedelivered in
Auckland tomark theChineseNew
Year.

China Business
Liu Feng

China Business
Colum Rice
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The latest blockbuster
For a country where hundreds of cities are
yet to open their first cinema, it’s
astonishing to think China is already the
world’s second largest moviemarket,
writesAlexander Speirs

Sir Peter Jackson could be involved with Beijing’s inaugural film forum.

At themovies

60
per cent of China’s domestic films
are produced in Beijing

US$800m
arts and entertainment hub to be
established

14
film increase in foreign film quota
allowed by Chinese Government

US$2.7b
China’s box office take for 2012

7000
cinemas in China

5000
of those are 3D-capable

Five new cinemas are being opened
every day in China as its Government
seeks to continue riding a wave of
growth. At the heart of the burgeon-
ing Chinese film industry is Beijing,
where 60 per cent of domestic films
are produced.

A state-backed media firm has
announcedaUS$800million arts and
entertainment hub set which will
include film production facilities.
Dubbed the ‘‘Beijing Freeport of Cul-
ture’’ it will better position China as
an international destination for
movie production.

Later this month Beijing will play
host to its third annual International
Film Festival with a number of
prominent New Zealanders expected
to be in attendance, including leading
entertainment lawyer Michael
Stephens, David Gibson from TV pro-
duction firm Gibson Group and Mar-
tin Baynton, partner in Sir Richard
Taylor’s Pukeko Pictures.

The three will probably also be on
the guest list for a major film forum
to be hosted in Beijing later this year
—with rumours Sir Peter Jacksonwill
feature in some capacity.

Meanwhile, a group of investors
has launched Beijing Hollywood to
establish a platform for the exchange
of skills and collaboration with inter-
national film companies including
those fromNewZealand. Austin Feng,
founder of NYSE-listed Ambow Edu-
cation, is one of the leading figures
in the BeijingHollywood groupwhich
aims to initiate a significant push for
the private sector to help grow the
domestic film industry.

‘‘Initially the Government can
drive something like this but it
wouldn’t be run 100 per cent com-
mercially. Instead the private sector
is being left to drive this with appro-
priate government support.’’

The movement has lofty visions
for where the industry could go, Feng
says. ‘‘From a movie perspective,
China may take up to 30 per cent of
world production’’.

Tony An of Burnham Financial
Group is supporting the concept by
seeking investment opportunities.

‘‘China’s movie industry is still in
its infancy Even though the market
is big, it really needs an infusion from
Hollywood. Technology, education
and a deeper understanding of the
movie business is needed to move it
to the next level.

‘‘We’re looking to build strategic
partnerships with local companies
and build a reputation with the big
firms globally. The huge demand
from the Chinese is the driver and
motivation to build a successful in-
dustry and grow it in a healthy way.’’

In Los Angeles last year, China’s
now President Xi Jingping signalled
his Government wanted to grow the
industry. An agreement was reached
granting a significant increase inmar-
ket access to film-makers, increasing

the foreign film quota by 14 for those
in a premium format such as 3D or
Imax. This represents a significant
increase over the previous limit,
which permitted just 20 international
films to screen annually.

Those restrictions are just one in
a series of moves to protect the
domestic film industry. For instance,
The Hobbit’s China launch was
delayed for at least twomonthswhile
local blockbusters took precedence.

Cinemas are offered incentives to
push Chinese films with perfor-
mance-based bonuses directly tied to
the proportion of revenue earned
from domestic films.

The response fromHollywood has
been to seek increased co-production
ventures with Chinese studios. ‘‘We
need foreign partnerships to take our
industry to the next level and satisfy
the demand from the local audience,’’
says Hong Kong director Ken Lo.

Best known for going toe-to-toe
with the likes of Jackie Chan and
Steven Seagal on the big screen, Lo
is set to take on the post-production
market at a purpose-built studio,
which will be the second largest in
Beijing when completed this year.

‘‘For much of the last 20 years the
‘Chinese’ movie business has been
based in Hong Kong, now it’s Beijing.
The opportunities are surging up-
wards every year.’’

In 2012, China ranked second in
global box office figures for the first
time, with sales of US$2.7 billion
trailing only the US with US$10.8
billion domestic revenues.

At a time where the USmarket has
largely stagnated, China’s take repre-
sents growth of 36 per cent from 2011.

The rise of Beijing Hollywood is
likely to see considerable incentives
offered to attract US studio bosses to
China. If New Zealand is smart it can
also leverage the explosion in the
China movie business.

The importance of Chinese film
consumers is set to grow increasingly
important.

By 2015 annual box office
revenues are predicted to rise toUS$5
billion, which will consolidate China
as Hollywood’s largest export market
while fuelling demand for further
domestic production.

Opportunities in the Chinese film
sector have drawn significant inter-
national attention and investment.
DreamWorks Animation announced
that they would invest US$3.1 billion
to establish an animation studio and
entertainment complex in Shanghai
known as the Dream Centre. The
complex is projected to open in 2016
with co-production beginning im-
mediately. DreamWorks anticipates
the studio to begin sole production
the following year with a target to be
producing three feature films for the
global market every year.

Film-maker James Cameron has
already launched himself into China
with 3D content heading the agenda.
‘‘The beauty of it is that in rural China
you’ve got theatres that might be the
first theatre people attend in their
lives and it’s a digital 3D theatre. They
are skipping the 20th century and
going straight to the 21st.’’

That appetite for 3D content has
exploded in past years. Of China’s
7000 cinemas, 5000 are 3D capable
and that figure is growing. In 2008
just two 3D films were released in
China; that rose to 30 in 2012 and
accounted for 46 per cent of box
office revenues.

Cameron’s 2012 3D re-release of his
1997 blockbusterTitanicwas thehigh-
est grossing film in China last year,
drawing US$145 million and account-
ing for more than half of the inter-
national box office sales.

‘‘The future of entertainment is 3D
and we believe that the future of 3D
is right here in China,’’ says Cameron.

Business
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Western
partners
for films
In 1973, Victoria Spackman’s grand-
father was a member of one of the
first ever New Zealand trade
delegations to Shanghai.

Thirty years on, with relations
between the twonationsat anall-time
high, Spackman is following in his
footsteps on the Prime Minister’s
mission in China this week.

Spackman, chief executive of
Gibson Group, will be present at the
launch of the group’s newest project
in China: a series on Chinese
exchange students in the New Zea-
land education system for Education
NZ.

Gibson Group began building re-
lationships in the Chinese film and
television market in 2009, culminat-
ing in the 2011 launch of a three-part
television series designed to promote
‘‘new world wines’’ from New Zea-
land, Australia and China. The deal
came about as a result of the group’s
relationship with regional broad-
caster Tianjin TV.

Spackman says the series’ success
resulted in relationships being
formed between New Zealand
vineyards and the Chinese-based
Dynasty Distributors.

The Education NZ series is de-
signed to market the New Zealand
education system in the lucrative
Chinese market, and documents the
experiences of past and present Chin-
ese exchange students.

The group is also in talks regarding
future film and television opportun-
ities in China. Spackman cautions,
‘‘things move slowly in China, and
things move slowly in television. Re-
lationships are very important, and
nothing happens quickly.’’

However, she is confident China
will continue to play a growing role
in the company’s ongoing activities.
‘‘The New Zealand domestic markets
in both film and television are pretty
stagnant and there’s not much room
for growth,’’ she says.

‘‘We see China as a growth area for
everything. Their film box office is
growing at an astronomical amount
each year.’’

The opportunities forNewZealand
firms to play a role in the market are
clear.

‘‘There’s an increasing interest
from Chinese TV and Chinese film
producers in partneringwithWestern
firms, and particularly with Kiwis. We
see it as a great opportunity to grow
our business, and to build on the good
relationship that exists between New
Zealand and China generally, and
between us and specific firms.’’

● John Key is to launch the project
during this China mission.

— Brierley Penn

Jobs, money to flow from Huhu’s digital joint venture

We have a genuine respect
for the Chinese people and
their culture. We have
listened, learned and
followed the Chinese
protocols with growing
success.
HenryWong

Leading digital animation company
Huhu Studios has notched up a New
Zealand first by forming strategic
partnerships to boost its presence in
the Chinese digital content and edu-
cation industries.

‘‘We are the first New Zealand-
based company to trade our ‘know-
how’ for amultimillion-dollar stake in
a Chinese-based joint venture com-
pany. Being cash-poor but
knowledge-rich is a model that other
New Zealand companies can piggy-
back on as an entry point,’’ the studio
says.

The company has set up a multi-
million-dollar joint venture with
Guangzhou state-owned enterprise,
GET Capital, which it expects will

further extend its foothold.
CFO Henry Wong cites the de-

velopment of long-term relationships
with ‘‘key people in China’’ as integral
to Huhu’s success.

GET Capital, a wholly owned sub-
sidiary of GETHoldings, has provided
over RMB12.6 billion (NZ$2.1 billion)
in funding to the Guangzhou De-
velopment District over the past 13
years. Its arrangement with Huhu is
initially designed to finance animated
and digital production work for the
local Chinese market then subse-
quently tomove into bridgingEastern
and Western markets.

High valueworkwill be completed
in the company’sNewZealand studio,
while lower level production work

will be carried out in China.
It is estimated the joint venturewill

create value worth $13.4m to New
Zealand over the next five years, with
an extra 60 to 80 jobs here for the
animation industry. Alongside this, a
range of other intellectual property
and educational projects in
Guangzhou will also provide sig-
nificant revenues for the firm.

Huhu’s unique involvement in the
Sino Singapore Guangzhou Know-
ledge City Framework Agreement
(SSGKC) is a major factor. The ar-
rangement allows Singapore and
New Zealand to make successful
inroads into the Guangzhou market.

Wong says that oneofHuhu’smain
strengths in entering the region is

that, ‘‘We have a genuine respect for
the Chinese people and their culture.
We have listened, learned and fol-
lowed the Chinese protocols with
growing success.’’

The company is well positioned to
target the NZ/China Co-Production
Treaty in film and television.

In 2012, two high-level delegations
visited Huhu’s New Zealand head-
quarters for due diligence purposes.
Wong says this has led to a number
of opportunities within the
Guangzhou Development District.
Newclients includeChinaFilmGroup
and CCTV.
● PrimeMinister JohnKeywill visit
Huhu inGuangzhou today.

— BrierleyPenn
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The shape of things to come

The new leadership may
take these two, ‘‘right’’ and
‘‘left’’ lines of thinking on
board and add more of the
element of social fairness to
the efficiency driven and
GDP-centred approach to
economic growth and
social development.

One of the issues the new Chinese leadership will look at is income distribution reform. Picture / AP

The news from China over the years
has never failed to capture our
imagination that a continually grow-
ing and expanding Chinese economy
will have a profound impact on the
world economy. It will shape how
products, capital and people flow and
where they move globally. This in
turn will shape the environment for
theNewZealandeconomy, and,more
importantly, the opportunities and
conditions for New Zealand business
in China and those for Chinese busi-
ness in New Zealand. And yes, the
latter aspect is increasingly eye-
catching.

Yet it is not all that straightforward.
The Chinese economy faces sig-
nificant challenges. How these
challenges aremetwill determine the
direction and structure of its econom-
ic activities domestically and inter-
nationally.

Key dynamics and forces are
shaping the future development of
the Chinese economy. The first is the
macroeconomic forces that shape
input and output, and demand and
supply. Exports, investment and con-
sumption are the three primary con-
tributors to the Chinese economy.
There are signs that consumption is
catching up to become a greater
contributor than the other two while
export contributions have been in
decline. This trend will certainly
shape the directions and movement
of growth activities in each area.

The changing structure of the
Chinese economy is also related to
the high-speed growth of the past
decades, and to the Government’s
proactive efforts to ‘‘restructure and
reorient’’ the economy. The growth
model in the past focused on exports
as the engine of the economy.

Increasingly, however, interna-
tional markets are not certain, or
secure, and no longer sufficient to
accommodate China’s ever-
expanding manufacturing capacity.

In China, there has been great
capital accumulation over the
decades with domestic consumption
relatively less developed. The Gov-
ernment’s programme of ‘‘restructur-
ing and reorientation’’ aims at new
sources of economic growth, particu-
larly from domestic consumption,
and a more balanced economy in
supply and demand, and across dif-
ferent sectors.

Decades of high-speed growth and

development have transformed
China into a rich country with a
strong, dynamic economy. There is a
dominant political view that the fun-
damental economic ideas, policy and
institutions underlying the growth
anddevelopment so farwill continue.

However, there is also a widely
held view in China that the benefits
of such growth and development
have not been broadly shared. With-
out wealth broadly distributed, the
mass population has limited capa-

bility toprovide abroadconsumption
base for sustainable growth. The few
with out-of-proportion amounts of
wealth often concentrate their spend-
ing in investment, and in areas such
as real estate and capital markets that
can significantly distort the real econ-
omy.

The new leadership may take
these two, ‘‘right’’ and ‘‘left’’ lines of
thinking on board and add more of
the element of social fairness to the
efficiency driven and GDP-centred
approach to economic growth and
social development.

The urbanisation programme
seems tohavebecomeamajorunder-
taking by the new Government. It is
estimated that if the current
urbanisation rate, around 50 per cent,
increases to 60 per cent in the next
10 years, it would double the total
private consumption China has
today, enough to absorb the worst
decline in contributions fromexports.

Income distribution reform is
expected to significantly raise the
consumption capacity of the mass
population.

A third programme is the national
programme supporting science and
technology. This involves huge pub-
lic investment in key areas of leading

science and technology. Not only will
these be an important part of public
consumption, they will also generate
and direct growth activities in key
industries and sectors, and assist
Chinese enterprises tomoveup to the
high end of the global value chains
and develop those of their own.

What do these have to do with us
— to the world economy, to our China
business, to the New Zealand econ-
omy and society?

We might see more foreign direct
investment and a slower growth of
exports from China. The first two
months of this year has seen out-
bound direct investment (ODI) out of
China exceed foreign direct invest-
ment (FDI) intoChina for the first time.
These activities in trade, investment
and people movement will move
more towards countries and areas
that fit the evolving structure of the
Chinese economy.

If investment comes to New Zea-
land, it can concentrate on certain
sectors/industries such as primary
industries and real estate. This affects
the industrial structure of the New
Zealand economy, in terms of capital,
resources, markets and employment,
and the macroeconomic perform-
ance of the economy.

On the flip side, New Zealand busi-
ness in China is also seen as expand-
ing, from exports from New Zealand
to investment in China. The new
direction of economic policy and
activities in China sees opportunities
and challenges for New Zealand busi-
ness in China.

These issues have been an import-
ant part of the programmes and pro-
jects of research and analysis of the
New Zealand Contemporary China
Centre. We have run international
conferences on Chinese economic
reform and transformation, compara-
tive studies of China and Japan, China
and India models of economic
growth and development, and that of
the Chinese model itself, and China
and the international system. In
August we’ll hold a conference in
Wellington on China’s global course
and its impact on theworld economy.

We also run an annual China Busi-
ness Symposium, with the NZ-China
Trade Association and University of
Auckland’s Asia Institute, on issues
around doing business with China.
This year we’ll look at market entry.

ProfessorXiaomingHuang is director
of theNZContemporaryChina
ResearchCentre.

China Business
Xiaoming Huang
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